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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR tion No. 62 / 015,431 filed Jun . 21 , 2014 entitled “ Anonos 
ENFORCING PRIVACY - RESPECTFUL , Dynamic Anonymity / Circle of Trust System " ; U.S. Provi 

TRUSTED COMMUNICATIONS sional Patent Application No. 62 / 019,987 filed Jul . 2 , 2014 
entitled “ Anonos Controlled Data Fusion and Anti - Discrimi 

CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED 5 nation System ” ; U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 
APPLICATIONS 62 / 037,703 filed Aug. 15 , 2014 entitled “ Anonos Dynamic 

Anonymity Information Risk Management Platform " ; U.S. 
This application is a Continuation - in - part of U.S. patent Provisional Patent Application No. 62 / 043,238 filed Aug. 

application Ser . No. 15 / 963,609 , filed Apr. 26 , 2018 , 28 , 2014 entitled “ Formulaic Expression of Anonos Risk 
entitled , “ Systems and Methods for Enforcing Centralized 10 Management Data Privacy System ” ; U.S. Provisional Patent 
Privacy Controls in De - centralized Systems , ” which is a Application No. 62 / 045,321 filed Sep. 3 , 2014 entitled 
Continuation - in - part of U.S. patent application Ser . No. “ Formulaic Expression of Dynamic De - Identification and 
15 / 483,997 , filed Apr. 10 , 2017 , entitled , “ Systems and Anonymity " ; U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 
Methods for Enhancing Data Protection By Anonosizing 62 / 051,270 filed Sep. 16 , 2014 entitled “ Anonos Data 
Structured and Unstructured Data and Incorporating 15 Privacy as - a - Service ( DPaaS ) System ” ; U.S. Provisional 
Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence in Classical Patent Application No. 62 / 055,669 filed Sep. 26 , 2014 
and Quantum Computing Environments , ” which is a Con- entitled “ Data Privacy as - a - Service ( DPaaS ) supported by 
tinuation - in - part of U.S. patent application Ser . No. 15/174 , Anonos Dynamic Anonymity / Circle of Trust ( COT ) System 
797 filed Jun . 6 , 2016 entitled “ Systems and Methods for based on DDIDs ” ; and U.S. Provisional Patent Application 
Anonosizing Data , ” which is a Continuation - in - part of U.S. 20 No. 62 / 059,882 filed Oct. 4 , 2014 entitled “ Privacy for the patent application Ser . No. 14 / 846,167 filed Sep. 4 , 2015 Interconnected World Systems and Methods , ” the disclo 
entitled “ Systems and Methods for Contextualized Data sures of which are all incorporated herein by reference in 
Protection , ” which is a Continuation - in - part of U.S. patent their entireties 
application Ser . No. 14 / 530,304 filed Oct. 31 , 2014 entitled This application further claims the benefit under 35 
“ Dynamic De - Identification and Anonymity , ” which is a 25 U.S.C. § 119 ( e ) of U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 
Continuation of U.S. patent application Ser . No. 14 / 529,960 62 / 688,410 , filed Jun . 22 , 2018 , entitled , “ BigPrivacy Attri 
filed Oct. 31 , 2014 entitled “ Dynamic De - Identification and bute Based Disclosure Controls , ” U.S. Provisional Patent Anonymity . " Application No. 62 / 772,146 , filed Nov. 28 , 2018 , entitled , 

U.S. patent application Ser . Nos . 14 / 530,304 and 14/529 , “ BigPrivacy Data Embassy and Passports , ” and U.S. Pro 
960 each claim the benefit under 35 U.S.C. § 119 ( e ) of U.S. 30 visional Patent Application No. 62 / 800,514 , filed Feb. 3 , 
Provisional Patent Application No. 61 / 899,096 filed Nov. 1 , 2019 , entitled , “ Anonos BigPrivacy - Enabled Trusted Adver 
2013 entitled “ Dynamic Identity Masking and Management tising , " the disclosures of which are all incorporated herein 
System and Methods ” ; U.S. Provisional Patent Application by reference in their entireties . 
No. 61 / 938,631 filed Feb. 11 , 2014 entitled “ Digital Rights 
Management For Individuals And For De - Identification Pur- 35 FIELD OF THE INVENTION 
poses ” ; U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61 / 941,242 
filed Feb. 18 , 2014 entitled “ Data Privacy And Security This disclosure relates generally to improving data secu 
Systems , Methods And Devices ” ; U.S. Provisional Patent rity , privacy , and accuracy , and , in particular , to using 
Application No. 61 / 944,565 filed Feb. 25 , 2014 entitled technological improvements to enable and enforce privacy 
“ Privacy And Security Systems , Methods And Devices ” ; 40 respectful , trusted communications between business enti 
U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61 / 945,821 filed ties and “ Data Subjects ” ( i.e. , each , a person , place , or thing 
Feb. 27 , 2014 entitled “ Photo Sharing Privacy Systems And to which data directly or indirectly pertains or relates ) , e.g. , 
Methods ” ; U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/948 , Data Subjects that may be consumers of the goods and 
575 filed Mar. 6 , 2014 entitled “ Object Oriented Anonymity services offered by such business entities . Such improve 
Privacy And Security Systems , Methods And Devices ” ; U.S. 45 ments provide support for cross - device , geo - person- and / or 
Provisional Patent Application No. 61 / 969,194 filed Mar. entity - specific , real - time , private- or public - network pri 
23 , 2014 entitled “ Object Oriented Anonymity Data Privacy , vacy - respectful , trusted communications , e.g. , targeted 
Security And Accuracy Systems , Methods And Devices ” ; advertising - related communications , as well as any actions , 
U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61 / 974,442 filed activities , processes , and / or traits related thereto . ( Note : The 
Apr. 3 , 2014 entitled “ Dynamic Object Oriented Anonymity 50 words “ privacy ” and “ anonymity ” are used interchangeably 
Data Privacy , Security And Accuracy Systems , Methods herein to refer to data protection , privacy , anonymity , pseud 
And Devices ” ; U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. onymity , obscurity and / or other actions available to a legal 
61 / 988,373 filed May 5 , 2014 entitled “ Controlled Dynamic entity , which entity may be a natural person and / or an 
Anonymity Data Privacy , Security And Accuracy Systems , artificial person , like a business entity or a corporate entity 
Methods And Devices ” ; U.S. Provisional Patent Application 55 or group of legal entities , in order to seclude , sequester , or 
No. 61 / 992,441 filed May 13 , 2014 entitled “ Dynamic redact information about themselves from unauthorized par 
Deidentification And Anonymity Systems , Methods And ties , and thereby provide information about themselves 
Devices ” ; U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/994 , selectively . ) 
076 filed May 15 , 2014 entitled “ Anonos Consumer Privacy 
System ” ; U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/994 , 60 BACKGROUND 

715 filed May 16 , 2014 entitled “ Dynamic De - Identification 
And Anonymity Systems , Methods And Devices ” ; U.S. This section is intended to provide a background or 
Provisional Patent Application No. 61 / 994,721 filed May 16 , context to the invention that is recited in the claims . The 
2014 entitled “ Anonos Privacy Measurement Scoring Meth- description herein may include concepts that could be pur 
ods And Systems " ; U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 65 sued , but are not necessarily ones that have been previously 
62 / 001,127 filed May 21 , 2014 entitled “ Big Data / Data conceived , implemented or described . Therefore , unless 
Subject Privacy System ” ; U.S. Provisional Patent Applica- otherwise indicated herein , what is described in this section 
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is not prior art to the description and claims in this appli- However , with behavioral marketing and big data analytics , 
cation and is not admitted to be prior art by inclusion in this related parties now have a much lower level of privacy and 
section . anonymity . 

There are certain inherent conflicts between : ( i ) the goal Attempts at reconciling the conflict between privacy / 
of parties to maximize the value of data and their goal of 5 anonymity and value / personalization / research have often 
respecting privacy rights of individuals ; ( ii ) the goal of historically involved using alternative identifiers rather than 
individuals ' to protect their privacy rights and their goal of real names or identifying information . However , these alter 

native identifiers are generally statically assigned and persist benefiting from highly personalized offerings ; and ( iii ) the 
goal of U.S. and international government agencies to over time . Static identifiers are more easily tracked , identi 
facilitate research and commerce and their goal of safe- 10 fied , and cross - referenced to ascertain true identities , and may be used to ascertain additional data about subjects guarding rights of citizens . associated with data elements without the consent of related 
One goal of non - healthcare - related parties is to reach the parties . Privacy and information experts have expressed most “ highly qualified ” prospects , i.e. , prospective buyers concerns that re - identification techniques may be used with 

who have the requisite financial resources , motivation , and 15 data associated with static identifiers and question whether 
authority to make a purchase . Commercial parties will pay data that is identifiable with specific computers , devices or 
much more to reach qualified prospects than to reach undif activities ( i.e. , through associated static identifiers ) can in 
ferentiated prospects because the chances of consummating practice be considered anonymous or maintained in pro 
a transaction with a qualified prospect is significantly higher , tected state of anonymity . When an identifier does not 
given their interest , predisposition , and means to close 20 change over time , adversarial entities have unlimited time to 
transactions . The level of personalization / customization of accrete , analyze and associate additional or even exogenous 
offerings for prospective customers — which is directly data with the persistent identifier , and thus to determine the 
related to the likelihood of consummating transactions — is true identity of the subject and associate other data with the 
enhanced by the depth and scope of information available true identity . In addition , unlimited time provides adversarial 
about each individual prospect . One goal of healthcare- 25 entities with the opportunity to perform time - consuming 
related parties is to conduct research pertaining to health brute - force attacks that can be used against any encrypted 
and / or disease with the goal of advancing discoveries in data . 
applications that may improve human health . According to a 2011 McKinsey Global Institute report : 

The development , emergence and widespread adoption of A retailer using big data to the full extent could increase 
computer networks , internets , intranets and supporting tech- 30 its operating margin by more than 60 percent ; 
nologies has resulted in the wide - spread availability of Harnessing big data in the public sector has enormous 
cost - effective technology to collect , transmit , store , analyze potential — if U.S. healthcare were to use big data 
and use information in electronic formats . As a result , creatively and effectively to drive efficiency and qual 
entities now have the ability to readily collect and analyze ity , the sector could create more than $ 300 billion in 
vast amounts of information . This has created tensions 35 value every year — two - thirds of that would be in the 
between : ( a ) the increasing quantity of information available form of reducing US healthcare expenditure by about 8 
to qualify prospects , develop personalized / customized offer percent ; 
ings for potential customers and / or conduct health - related or In the developed economies of Europe , government 
other research ; and ( b ) decreasing security , anonymity and administrators could save more than € 100 billion ( $ 149 
privacy for individuals who often are not aware of the 40 billion ) in operational efficiency improvements from 
existence of many data elements that may be traced back to using big data , not including using big data to reduce 
them , and over which they often have little or no effective fraud and errors and boost the collection of tax rev 
control . 

Data elements may be collected both online and offline Users of services enabled by personal - location enabled 
( both “ born digital ” and “ born analog ” and converted into 45 big data could capture $ 600 billion in consumer sur 
digital format at a later date ) through a variety of sources plus . 
including , but not limited to , activity on social networking Many potential benefits from big data have not been fully 
sites , electronic or digital records , emails , participation in realized due to ambiguity regarding ownership / usage rights 
rewards or bonus card programs that track purchases and of underlying data , tensions regarding privacy of underlying 
locations , browsing or other activity on the Internet , and 50 data , and consequences of inaccurate analysis due to erro 
activity and purchases at brick - and - mortar stores and / or on neous data collected from secondary ( versus primary ) 
e - commerce websites . Merchants , medical - related and other sources and / or inferred from activities of parties without 
service providers , governments , and other entities use this active participation of , or verification by , said parties . More 
tremendous amount of data that is collected , stored , and over , consumers are now frequently demanding selective 
analyzed to suggest or find patterns and correlations and to 55 controls that enable increased engagement with trusted 
draw useful conclusions , e.g. , which types of customers business entities , while protecting personal information 
( and / or which particular customers ) to direct targeted adver- from misuse by unauthorized or non - trusted business enti 
tising efforts towards . This data is sometimes referred to as ties . ( As used herein , “ business entities ” can refer to busi 
“ big data , ” due to the extensive amount of information nesses or organizations of any kind , including for - profit 
entities may now gather . With big data analytics , entities 60 organizations , not - for - profit organizations , governmental 
may now unlock and maximize the value of data one entities , NGOs ( non - governmental organizations ) , or any 
example may involve non - health related entities engaging in third - party entity . ) At the same time , business entities are 
behavioral marketing ( with materials created for distribution facing the need to overcome potential legal and privacy 
being customized in an attempt to increase the correlation challenges , while complying with evolving legal and pri 
with the preferences pertaining to a particular recipient 65 vacy guidelines ( e.g. , without limitation , the EU General 
party ) and another example may involve health - related Data Protection Regulation ( GDPR ) and the California 
entities accessing big data to conduct medical research . Consumer Privacy Act ( CCPA ) ) , regulations , and / or laws to 

enues ; and 
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unlock digital economic growth in a societally - beneficial trols over the data , embodiments of the present invention 
way , i.e. , such that Data Subject protections are increased , may use temporally unique , dynamically changing de - iden 
while opportunities for business entities to reach Data Sub- tifiers ( “ DDIDs ” ) — each associated with a subject , e.g. , a 
jects having interest in relevant products and services are person , place , or thing ( e.g. , an event , document , contract , or 
also increased , thus increasing those businesses ' return on 5 “ smart contract ” ) , to which data directly or indirectly per 
investment in advertising and marketing costs . tains or relates ( a “ Data Subject ” ) , and / or an action , activity , 

The recent explosion in popularity of decentralized net- process and / or trait pertaining to a Data Subject , for a 
works or platforms ( including permissionless systems and temporally unique period of time , thereby enabling the Data 
distributed ledger technologies , such as blockchain ) , includ- Subject to operate in a “ dynamically anonymous ” manner . 
ing networks or platforms linked on a peer - to - peer basis or 10 “ Dynamically anonymous ” or “ Dynamic Anonymity ” as 
other non - centralized basis , has further increased the diffi used herein , refers to a user's ability to remain anonymous 
culty in maintaining a desired level of privacy / anonymity for until such time as a decision is made not to remain anony 
users , while still allowing for the appropriate extraction of mous , at which time only the desired information is shared 
informational value and / or provision of personalized ser- with one or more desired parties in connection with one or 
vices by authorized third parties . In particular , due to the 15 more actions , activities , processes or traits . Embodiments of 
requirements of distributed ledger technologies with respect the present invention may thereby enable the ability of Data 
to immutability , auditability , and verification , it has hereto- Subjects to maintain flexible levels of privacy and / or ano 
fore been impossible to provide high levels of privacy / nymity under the control of a Data Subject or controlling 
anonymity , at least because of the necessarily static nature of entity that may be a trusted party or proxy . 
the information that is recorded in such distributed ledgers . 20 Embodiments of the invention may use DDIDs to help 
What are needed are systems , methods and devices that prevent the retention of data , sometimes referred to as 

overcome the limitations of static and / or persistent privacy / metadata , that may otherwise provide third parties with 
anonymity and security systems and improve the accuracy information about one or more aspects of a Data Subject 
of data for exchange , collection , transactions , analysis and and / or data attributes reflecting actions , activities , processes 
other uses . Put another way , privacy / anonymity - enhancing 25 and / or traits pertaining to a Data Subject , such as , by way of 
technologies , such as those described herein , can help to example and not limitation , information pertaining to means 
reconcile the tensions between consumers ' desires for of creation , purpose , time and / or date of creation , identity of 
enhanced privacy and business entities ' desires for access to the Data Subject and / or creator of the data attributes , loca 
relevant consumer information , e.g. , by providing tools that tion where data attributes were created , standards used in 
enable the ability of an authorized user to unlock the “ true ” 30 creating or using data attributes , etc. This is due to the fact 
meaning of such information only to the extent necessary , that metadata must have something to attach itself to or to 
and only in certain situations , e.g. , only during a particular associate itself with — in order to establish an ongoing record 
time interval and / or in a particular context , to deliver tar of information associated with one or more specific data 
geting advertising , marketing , or other business communi- attributes . The words “ data , " " attributes , " " elements ” or 
cations to a particular “ type ” or “ cohort ” of Data Subject , 35 similar terms used in this application will include , any or all 
while still protecting the individual identities of such Data of the following , as applicable , ( i ) structured data ( i.e. , data 
Subjects , unless or until such Data Subjects agree to reveal in predetermined structured schemas ) , ( ii ) unstructured data , 
their identities and , even then , only for the duration of time , ( iii ) metadata ( i.e. , data about data ) , ( iv ) other data , and / or 
context , or limitation of place or geography , or fit or comple- ( v ) any of the foregoing types of data initially recorded in 
tion of purpose during which such agreement continues to be 40 analog format and later converted into digital format . 
applicable . Embodiments of the present invention may use first 

DDID at one time for a specific purpose pertaining to a first 
SUMMARY Data Subject , action , activity , process and / or trait , and then 

use a second DDID in association with the first Data Subject , 
Embodiments of the present invention may improve data 45 action , activity , process and / or trait , for a different purpose , 

privacy and security by enabling subjects to which data and / or use the first DDID in association with a second Data 
pertains to remain " dynamically anonymous , " i.e. , anony- Subject , action , activity , process and / or trait , for a different 
mous for as long as is desired — and to the extent that is purpose , etc. As a result , attempts to retain and aggregate 
desired . Embodiments of the present invention may include data associated with underlying information associated with 
systems , methods and devices that create , access , use ( e.g. , 50 DDIDs may be ineffective since different DDIDs may be 
collecting , processing , copying , analyzing , combining , associated with the same Data Subject , action , activity , 
modifying or disseminating , etc. ) , store and / or erase data process and / or trait , and / or the same DDID may be used 
with increased privacy , anonymity and security , thereby with different Data Subjects , actions , activities , processes 
facilitating availability of more qualified and accurate infor- and / or traits , and / or purposes each for a temporally unique 
mation . And , when data is authorized to be shared with third 55 period of time . 
parties , embodiments of the present invention may facilitate Embodiments of the present invention may track and 
sharing information in a dynamically controlled manner that record different DDIDs used by , and associated with , Data 
enables delivery of temporally- , geographically , and / or Subjects at different times with respect to various actions , 
purpose - limited information to the receiving party . Embodi- activities , processes or traits thereby enabling the storage , 
ments of the present invention may even be employed in 60 selection and retrieval of information applicable to a specific 
decentralized networks built on blockchain or other distrib- action , activity , process or trait and / or a specific Data 
uted ledger technologies that require immutability and aud- Subject . Conversely , the system may not enable third parties 
itability of record over time . external to the system to effectively retain and aggregate 
As compared to existing systems , wherein electronic data data due to the use of multiple DDIDs and the lack of 

may be readily accessible for use ( e.g. , collecting , process- 65 information available external to the system to determine 
ing , copying , analyzing , combining , modifying or dissemi- relationships between and among DDIDs and / or Data Sub 
nating , etc. ) , storing and / or erasing with few effective con- jects , actions , activities , processes and / or traits . 
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Each DDID may be associated with any one or more data not enable the website to remember stateful information or 
attributes to facilitate with respect to a specific action , aggregate the Data Subject's browsing activity , since each of 
activity , process or trait , such as , by way of example and not the browsing sessions would be perceived by the website as 
limitation : ( a ) information reflecting an action , activity , unrelated — thereby enabling the Data Subject to remain 
process or trait associated with a Data Subject while asso- 5 dynamically anonymous as long as desired , to the extent 
ciated with a current DDID ( e.g. , browsing information desired . 
reflecting current web - based activity of a Data Subject while As mentioned in the example potential embodiment 
being associated with a current DDID ) before the current above , the Dynamic Anonymity system , according to some 
DDID is replaced with a different DDID ; ( b ) information embodiments , may collect and retain information related to 
with respect to past actions , activities , processes or traits 10 the various actions , activities , processes or traits associated 
previously associated with a Data Subject while associated with the different browsing sessions / different cookies ( in 
with one or more previous DDIDs but with respect to which this example , serving as DDIDs representing separateness of 
the Data Subject now desires to share information with a identity of Data Subjects ) and store the combined informa 
third party while associated with the current DDID ( e.g. , tion in an aggregated data profile for the Data Subject until 
sharing pricing information with an e - commerce website 15 such time as a decision is made by , or on behalf of , the Data 
that the Data Subject collected from said website in a Subject to no longer remain anonymous , at which point only 
previous browsing session while being associated with a desired information from the Data Subject's aggregated data 
previous DDID ) ; and ( c ) new information that may help profile need be shared with one or more desired parties in 
facilitate with respect to a desired action , activity , process or connection with one or more actions , activities , processes or 
trait on behalf of the Data Subject while associated with a 20 traits . In this exemplary embodiment of the invention , this 
current DDID ( e.g. , indicating new desired size and color for may involve the Data Subject deciding to provide informa 
a currently desired purchase of clothing from an e - com- tion to a website from the Data Subject's aggregated data 
merce website ) . For purposes hereof , the combination of a profile as a TDR that reflects past activity of the Data Subject 
DDID and any data elements associated with the DDID for on the website all at the election and control of the Data 
a temporally unique period of time are referred to as a 25 Subject ( or other controlling entity ) . In the above exemplary 
temporal data representation , or a “ TDR . ” For purposes embodiment of the invention , in lieu of using cookies 
hereof , if no data is associated with a DDID , then a DDID assigned by a website visited by a Data Subject as DDIDs , 
and its temporal data representation ( or “ TDR ” ) are identi- the system may alternatively use globally unique identifiers 
cal . ( GUIDs ) ( i.e. , unique reference numbers used as identifiers 
From the perspective of an implementation of an embodi- 30 in computer software ) , or other temporally unique , dynami 

ment of Dynamic Anonymity being a closed system , a DDID cally changing proxy de - identifiers , as DDIDs whether cre 
intended to represent the identity of a Data Subject , i.e. , a ated internally by , or externally to , implementations of the 
“ primary identifier , ” is required to be temporally unique present invention . In the above examples , control over the 
during the time period of the assignment of the DDID to the collection of data resulting from browsing activity by a Data 
Data Subject — i.e . , no two extant Data Subjects can have 35 Subject would reside with the Data Subject or other con 
identical primary identifier DDIDs at the same time . The trolling entity , rather than with the websites visited by the 
requirement for temporal uniqueness of DDIDs is applicable Data Subject . In still other exemplary embodiments of the 
when separateness of identity of Data Subjects is desired to invention , rather than the Data Subject deciding when to 
be represented by DDIDs ; if factors other than separateness send , i.e. , “ push , ” information to the website from the Data 
of identity of Data Subjects are desired to be represented by 40 Subject's aggregated data profile , a website ( with proper 
DDIDs , DDID assignments can be made accordingly to permissions and authentication ) could request , i.e. , “ pull ” 
represent intended associations , relationships , etc. DDIDs the relevant information and / or relevant DDID - to - Data Sub 
can be instantiated in two ways : ( i ) within an implementa- ject association information from the Data Subject's aggre 
tion of the present invention or ( ii ) by externally created gated data profile at such time that the information is needed 
identifiers , but only provided that they satisfy the “ tempo- 45 by the website . 
rally unique ” requirement ( e.g. , a “ cookie ” or other unique In still other exemplary embodiments of the invention , the 
identifier assigned by a website to a first - time visitor could work to dynamically anonymize and control the sending of 
effectively serve as a DDID ) when separateness of identity the relevant portions of the Data Subject's aggregated data 
of Data Subjects is desired to be represented by DDIDs . profile may be handled by : the Data Subject's client device 
A cookie is a small piece of data that is generally sent 50 itself ; the central Dynamic Anonymity system referred to 

from a website and stored in a Data Subject's web browser above ; or a combination of the two . For example , a complete 
while the Data Subject is browsing the website , so that , view of a particular Data Subject's information and / or 
every time the Data Subject returns to the website , the relevant DDID - to - Data Subject association information for 
browser sends the cookie back to a server associated with the a predetermined or flexible amount of time could be stored 
website notify the website the Data Subject has returned 55 at the Data Subject's client device for the predetermined or 
to the website . However , in order for a cookie to serve as a flexible amount of time , before then being synchronized 
DDID , the browser ( serving as the client in this potential back to a central Dynamic Anonymity system ( as well as 
embodiment of the invention ) may prevent any cookie synchronized with any other client devices that the Data 
submitted by the website from persisting between browsing Subject may have registered with the central anonymity 
sessions ( e.g. , by copying the user's cookies , cache and 60 system ) . 
browsing history files to the anonymity system's servers and TDRs and DDIDs may comprise multiple levels of 
then deleting them off the user's computer ) , such that a new abstraction for tracking and identification purposes . A sys 
cookie may be assigned for each browsing session . In this tem according to some embodiments of the present inven 
manner , the various cookies ( in this example embodiment , tion may store the TDRs ( consisting of DDID values and 
serving as DDIDs representing separateness of identity of 65 data elements , if any , associated with the DDIDs ) , as well as 
Data Subjects ) issued by the website , while being created information regarding the time period during which each 
" externally ” to the system , would each be unique and would DDID was associated with a particular Data Subject , data 
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attribute ( s ) , action , activity , process or trait — thereby allow- underlying a DDID then have their access revoked via the 
ing the TDRs to be re - associated at a later time with the changing of Replacement Keys ) , as well as the rejuvenation 
particular Data Subject , data attribute ( s ) , action , activity , of data ( i.e. , of the values of the data , not necessarily 
process or trait . Such a system may be utilized to facilitate re - identification ) of data to support additional authorized 
the development of aggregated data profiles by reference to 5 secondary uses without violating promises to Data Subjects 
and with the use of keys that reveal the relationship between ( e.g. , one or more DDIDs may initially provide access via 
and among various DDIDs , Data Subjects , data attributes ( s ) , one or more Replacement Keys to the results of an X - ray 
actions , activities , processes and / or traits . In other words , and , via the changing of Replacement Keys , later reflect the 
“ Dynamic Anonymity , ” as afforded by the use of TDRS results of the X - ray as well as results of follow - on physical 
and / or DDIDs , as described herein , may enable Data Sub- 10 therapy ) . 
jects to benefit from ongoing technological advancements The reason Dynamic Anonymity will still be attractive in 
( e.g. , the Internet of Things ( IoT ) , personalized medicine , the commercial marketplace is that companies often do not 
etc. ) without having to relinquish privacy , anonymity , secu- actually care who the Data Subjects they interact with are 
rity or control . This may be accomplished by : ( i ) assigning ( i.e. , their actual , “ real world ” identities ) ; they instead care 
unique dynamically changing DDIDs to Data Subjects , 15 what the Data Subjects are ; how the Data Subjects behave ; 
actions , activities , processes and / or traits ; ( ii ) retaining and when the Data Subjects behave that way . The more 
information regarding association of DDIDs with Data Sub- accurate their targeting is and the less wasteful , the more 
jects , actions , activities , processes and / or traits ; and ( iii ) likely an anonymous consumer will respond favorably to a 
providing Data Subjects and / or controlling entities , that may personalized offering . Dynamic Anonymity thus obviates 
be trusted parties / proxies , with deterministic control over 20 the need for companies to follow Data Subjects around the 
access to / use of association information . With the use of digital world to try to persuade them to buy products and / or 
dynamically changeable , temporally unique , and re - assign- services that they may not really need or want . Dynamic 
able DDIDs , current systems and processes ( e.g. , web Anonymity allows for more profitable “ matching ” of sellers 
browsers and data analytic engines ) may not be able to and interested customers . Currently , the best that many 
recognize relationships between and among disassociated 25 companies can do is to " segment ” potential customers by 
and / or replaced data elements . They may still process infor- using demographics and statistics , but they may have no idea 
mation using existing capabilities , but will do so without of the actual interest of individual segment members . 
creating inferences , correlations , profiles or conclusions- Dynamic Anonymity also improves upon generalized demo 
except as expressly authorized by Data Subjects and trusted graphics and statistics by providing individualized expres 
parties / proxies . Moreover , the DDIDs employed by embodi- 30 sions / levels of expression of interest from members of 
ments of the present invention can be replaced dynamically segments who are “ highly qualified ” prospects . The ability 
at the data element - level enabling Dynamic Anonymity- of Dynamic Anonymity to enable Data Subjects to directly 
not just at the Data Subject - level or data record - level . This or indirectly control use of their data in accordance with 
means that individuals may have control over what data is their personal privacy / anonymity preferences can support 
shared or accessed , enabling dynamic de - identification with- 35 disparate treatment of data in disparate jurisdictions not 
out “ de - valuation ” of the underlying information . withstanding different data use / privacy / anonymity require 

Control of information down to the data element - level ments in such jurisdictions ( e.g. , differences between Euro 
makes controlled information sharing possible in the age pean Union " fundamental right ” and U.S. balancing of 
big data— beyond the reach of controls targeted only at the privacy rights / right to free expression / commerce perspec 
data record - level or Data Subject - level . It further enables a 40 tives on data privacy / anonymity ) . Dynamic Anonymity may 
" one and done relationship ” between a Data Subject and a also be leveraged to provide more privacy - respectful and 
website or other entity receiving information about the Data efficient communications than previous approaches to digi 
Subject . Most existing systems collect information around a tal advertising . With Dynamic Anonymity , individuals may 
unique identifier over time . Even if a DDID carries with it benefit from improved privacy and control over third - party 
a certain amount of history or other information pertaining 45 access to and use of identifying information about them . 
to a Data Subject , the next time the Data Subject visits the And , since individuals ( i.e. , the Data Subjects themselves ) 
site , store , doctor , etc. the Data Subject could look like a serve as the common nexus between and among devices , 
completely different Data Subject if desired . Only when and platforms , and sensors pertaining to them , the accuracy of 
if the DDID contained a unique identifier , a name or email personalized information and targeted outreach to prospects 
address for example , could a recipient correlate a then- 50 is improved , which benefits business entities ( e.g. , via the 
current DDID representing the Data Subject with a DDID identification of more highly qualified prospects ) , as well as 
previously used to represent the Data Subject , at which point publishers ( e.g. , via the ability to extract higher advertising 
the recipient could interact with the Data Subject based on rates ) . In other words , business entities may have better 
the recipient's collection of data on the Data Subject . information available to them , thereby enabling them to 
However , the next time the recipient encounters the Data 55 expend money advertising to Data Subjects more likely to 
Subject , the Data Subject would not be re - identifiable unless desire such entities ' products and services and to decrease or 
desired by the Data Subject . eliminate advertising spend to Data Subjects unlikely to 
Dynamic Anonymity also enables controlled “ data desire ( or who have expressed a specific lack of desire ) to 

fusion ” ( wherein " data fusion ” is defined as being what purchase those business entities ' products and services . 
occurs when data from different sources are brought into 60 In the context of healthcare , medical - related and other 
contact with each other and new facts emerge ) by providing areas of research , Dynamic Anonymity will be more attrac 
controlled anonymity for data , identity ( of the Data Subject tive than traditional approaches to “ de - identification ” that 
and / or the controlling entity ) and context ( e.g. , time , pur- protect data privacy / anonymity by using a defensive 
pose , place ) by obfuscating connections between and among approache.g . , a series of masking steps are applied to 
the foregoing . Dynamic Anonymity thus also enables the 65 direct identifiers ( e.g. , name , address ) and masking and / or 
undoing or reversal of either rights granted or access to data statistically - based manipulations are applied to quasi - iden 
( e.g. , a particular party could be provided with access to data tifiers ( e.g. , age , sex , profession ) in order to reduce the 

of 
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likelihood of re - identification by unauthorized third parties . A - DDIDs . Categorical groupings replace “ correlates ” ( i.e. , 
This defensive approach to protecting data privacy / anonym- two or more related or complementary items ) with A - DDIDs 
ity results in a tradeoff between protecting against re- selected to represent correlations between values within 
identification and retaining access to usable information . In each grouped - category . A - DDID dereference rules may also 
comparison , with Dynamic Anonymity the value of infor- 5 cover multiple fields . For example , a blood test may cover 
mation can be retained and leveraged / exploited for autho- a number of variables from which one can infer heart attack 
rized purposes , all with a statistically insignificant risk of risk , so the rule could specify the various combinations 
re - identification of any datum . DDIDs can be used to required for assigning heart attack risk to a particular 
represent actions , activities , processes and / or traits between category , e.g. , high , moderate , or low . 
and among Data Subjects , the meaning of which may change 10 " R - DDID ” or “ Replacement DDID " : refers to a DDID 
over time thereby requiring the then - current appropriate that may be used to replace an identifying data element and 
key ( s ) to discern underlying values . Dynamic Anonymity de - reference ( e.g. , point ) to the value of the data element . 
therefore rejects the proposition and traditional dichotomy “ Mosaic Effect ” refers to the ability to re - identify a data 
that , in order to minimize the risk of anonymity loss , one subject by correlating data between and among seemingly 
must sacrifice information content by making it forever 15 anonymous or pseudonymous data sets . 
unrecoverable . Instead , Dynamic Anonymity minimizes Disclosed herein are various systems , methods and 
both the risk of privacy / anonymity loss and the amount of devices for private and secure management and use of 
information lost , enabling most -if not all — of it recover- information pertaining to one or more Data Subjects , such as 
able , but only with authorization . persons , places or things , and associated actions , activities , 

Keys used by embodiments of the present invention may 20 processes and / or traits . The systems , methods and devices 
vary depending on the use of corresponding DDIDs . For described herein may abstract data pertaining to Data Sub 
example : time keys ( “ TKs ” ) may be used to correlate the jects , actions , activities , processes and / or traits by linking 
time period of association between a DDID and a Data elements pertaining to the data into independent attributes or 
Subject , action , activity , process and / or trait — i.e . , the time dependent attributes , separating elements pertaining to the 
period of existence of a TDR ; association keys ( “ AKs ” ) may 25 data into independent attributes or dependent attributes . For 
be used to reveal the association between two or more data purposes of this disclosure , an attribute refers to any data 
elements and / or TDRs that may not otherwise be discernibly element that can be used , independently or in combination 
associated one with another due to the use of different with other data elements , to directly or indirectly identify a 
DDIDs ; replacement keys ( “ RKs ” ) may be used if / when Data Subject , such as a person , place or thing , and associated 
DDIDs are used in replacement of one or more data attri- 30 actions , activities , processes and / or traits . It should be noted 
butes within a TDR , in which case look - up tables may be that a Data Subject may have attributes or attribute combi 
referenced to determine the value of the one or more data nations that are unique to the Data Subject : for example , an 
attributes replaced by the said one or more DDIDs included individual Data Subject's social security number , as well as 
within the TDR . attributes or attribute combinations that are shared by the 

Without access to the applicable TK ( s ) , AK ( s ) and / or 35 Data Subject with other Data Subjects : for example , an 
RK ( s ) , in the event that a third party intercepts information individual Data Subject's sex or affiliation with a political 
pertaining to one or more Data Subjects , actions , activities , party . In some instances , an attribute may be an electronic or 
processes and / or traits , the third party would not be able to : digital representation of a Data Subject or associated action , 
( i ) re - identify a Data Subject by means of associating activity , process and / or trait . Similarly , attributes may be 
DDIDs and corresponding data attributes ( which together 40 electronic or digital representations of information or data 
comprise TDRs ) in the case of the association function of the related to a Data Subject or associated action , activity , 
present invention ; and / or ( ii ) knowing the value of data process and / or trait . Separating , linking , combining , rear 
elements represented by DDIDs so as to correctly under- ranging , defining , initializing or augmenting the attributes , 
stand the information in the case of the replacement function can form attribute combinations pertaining to any particular 
of the present invention . Conversely , embodiments of the 45 Data Subject or group of Data Subjects , or associated 
present invention may enable a Data Subject or other actions , activities , processes and / or traits . With respect to 
controlling entity to send to one or more desired third parties any Data Subject , action , activity , process and / or trait , the 
only those data attributes ( which the system knows relate to attribute combinations may include any combination of 
the Data Subject by virtue of the tracking / logging / recording attributes , as well as other data that is added to or combined 
functions of the system ) that specifically pertain to a specific 50 with the attributes . It should be further noted that an attribute 
action , activity , process or trait . or combination of data attributes may identify a Data 

The following terms may also be used in connection with Subject but are not themselves the Data Subject the person 
anonymizing data , according to the various embodiments or legal entity identified by an attribute or combination of 
described herein : data attributes may be the subject of said attribute or 

“ A - DDID ” or “ Association DDID " : refers to a DDID that 55 combination of data attributes and considered a related party 
is used to replace an identifying data element and derefer- with regard thereto since he / she / it has an interest in or 
ence ( e.g. , point ) to the value of the data element , thus association with said attribute or combination of data attri 
conveying a range / association with ( or correlation between ) butes . In addition , parties ( other than a Data Subject iden 
the data element and its value , in order to impart informa- tified by an attribute or combination of data attributes ) who 
tional value in a non - identifying manner , and optionally in 60 have an interest in or association with an attribute or 
accordance with specified grouping rules . Indices used to combination of data attributes may also be considered 
resolve dereferencing may , without limitation , include keys , related parties with regard to the attribute or combination of 
schema translation tables , anonymous identifiers , pseudony- data attributes . 
mous identifiers , tokens or other representations . Derefer- In some embodiments , a client- server structure or archi 
ence grouping rules for A - DDIDs may be of ( at least ) two 65 tecture may be utilized to implement one or more features or 
kinds of groupings : Numerical and Categorical . Numerical aspects of this disclosure , whether on premises in or across 
groupings refer to ranges of numerical values represented by an enterprise , in a private or public cloud , in a private or 
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public hybrid cloud , or in any combination of the foregoing , In one implementation of the present invention , DDIDs 
whereby in one example , a privacy server , which may be associated with attributes and attribute combinations may be 
virtual , logical or physical , provides functions and / or ser limited in scope and duration . Further , DDIDs may be 
vices to one or more privacy clients , which themselves may re - assignable , such that a DDID may refer to multiple Data 
be virtual , logical or physical . These privacy clients that may 5 Subjects or multiple actions , activities , processes or traits at 
reside on a Data Subject device , on a service provider different points in time . The DDIDs may be re - assignable on 
device , accessible via and reside in a cloud network , or a configurable basis in order to further abstract and dilute or 
reside on the same computing device as the privacy server attenuate data trails while maintaining the timeliness and may initiate requests for such functions and / or services by saliency of the TDRs and data contained therein . 
interacting with data attributes and / or data attribute - to - Data 10 In one example , rather than storing , transmitting or pro Subject association information stored in a database on a cessing all data attributes pertaining to a Data Subject and / or hard drive or other memory element associated with the relevant to or necessary for a given action , activity , process , privacy server . For example , a data attribute may be linked 
to independent attributes or dependent attributes or sepa or trait , embodiments of the present invention may introduce 
rated into independent attributes or dependent attributes by 15 an initial layer of abstraction by means of an association 
means of a privacy server coupled to the database in function , e.g. , by including only a portion of the relevant 
response to requests for functions and / or services from one data attributes in each TDR . In this way , the data attributes 
or more privacy clients . It should be noted that implemen- pertaining to a Data Subject may be disassociated within 
tations of the invention may use a single computer or seemingly unrelated TDRs , such that access to and use of 
computing device as both a privacy server and a privacy 20 one or more AKs are necessary in order to know which two 
client whereas other implementations may use one or more or more TDRs must be associated with each other in order 
computers or computing devices located in one or more to collectively contain all the data attributes pertaining to a 
locations as a privacy server and one or more computers or Data Subject and / or that are relevant to or necessary for a 
computing devices located in one or more locations as a given action , activity , process or trait . The privacy , anonym 
privacy client . A plurality of system modules may be used to 25 ity and security of data attributes contained or referenced 
perform one or more of the features , functions and processes within a TDR may be further improved or enhanced by 
described herein , such as but not limited to : determining and means of a replacement function , e.g. , by replacing one or 
modifying required attributes for attribute combinations ; more of said data attributes contained in one or more TDRs 
assigning DDIDs ; tracking DDID use ; expiring or re - assign- with DDIDs so that access to and use of one or more RKs 
ing existing DDIDs ; and enabling or providing data asso- 30 are necessary to enable use of look - up tables to determine 
ciations relevant to or necessary with respect to a given the value of the one or more data elements replaced by said 
action , activity , process or trait . one or more DDIDs . The privacy , anonymity and security of 

In one embo ent , these modules may include an data attributes contained or referenced within a TDR may be 
abstraction module of the privacy server configured to further improved or enhanced by using other known pro 
among other things : dynamically associate at least one 35 tection techniques , such as encrypting , tokenizing , pseud 
attribute with at least one Data Subject , action , activity , onymizing , eliding and / or otherwise ; and / or by introducing 
process and / or trait ; determine and modify required attri- additional layers of abstraction by replacing keys with 
butes relevant to or necessary for a given action , activity , second - level or n - level DDIDs . 
process or trait ; generate , store , and / or assign DDIDs to the In the case of both : disassociation of data attributes 
at least one data attribute to form a TDR ; and assign a 40 pertaining to a Data Subject , action , activity , process and / or 
predetermined expiration to a TDR by means of the DDID trait , so as to require AKs ; and replacement of data attributes 
component of the TDR . pertaining to a Data Subject , action , activity , process and / or 

These system modules , and if desired other modules trait , so as to require RKs , the effective level of privacy , 
disclosed herein , may be implemented in program code anonymity and security may be enhanced based on how , and 
executed by a processor in the privacy server computer , or 45 how often , the DDIDs associated with the data attribute or 
in another computer in communication with the privacy attributes in question are changed and / or are changeable . In 
server computer . The program code may be stored on a one exemplary embodiment of the invention , DDIDs be 
computer readable medium , accessible by the processor . The assigned for purposes of disassociation and / or replacement 
computer readable medium may be volatile or non - volatile , and retain their initially assigned value ( s ) —i.e . , permanent 
and may be removable or non - removable . The computer 50 assignments . In another exemplary embodiment of the 
readable medium may be , but is not limited to , RAM , ROM , invention , DDIDs may be assigned for purposes of disas 
solid state memory technology , Erasable Programmable sociation and / or replacement and retain their initially 
ROM ( “ EPROM ” ) , Electrically Erasable Programmable assigned value ( s ) until the value ( s ) are changed on an ad hoc 
ROM ( “ EEPROM ” ) , CD - ROM , DVD , magnetic cassettes , basis , i.e. , “ ad hoc changeability . ” In yet another exemplary 
magnetic tape , magnetic disk storage or other magnetic or 55 embodiment of the invention , DDIDs may be assigned for 
optical storage devices . In certain embodiments , privacy purposes of disassociation and / or replacement and retain 
clients may reside in or be implemented using “ smart ” their initially assigned value ( s ) until the value ( s ) are 
devices ( e.g. , wearable , movable or immovable electronic changed based on a random , fixed , variable or other dynamic 
devices , generally connected to other devices or networks basis , i.e. , " dynamic changeability . ” 
via different protocols such as Bluetooth , NFC , WiFi , 3G , 60 Embodiments of the present invention may create addi 
etc. , that can operate to some extent interactively and tional layers of abstraction by replacing identifying refer 
autonomously ) , smartphones , tablets , notebooks and desk- ences within the system to external networks , internets , 
top computers , and privacy clients may communicate with intranets , and / or computing devices that may be integrated , 
one or more privacy servers that process and respond to or communicate , with one or more embodiments of the 
requests for information from the privacy clients , such as 65 present invention with DDIDs so that one or more RKS 
requests regarding data attributes , attribute combinations and / or AKs are necessary to enable access to and use of 
and / or data attribute - to - Data Subject associations . look - up tables to determine the identity of the one or more 

may 
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external networks , internets , intranets , and / or computing word confirmation or multi - factor authentication . If an 
devices replaced by said one or more DDIDs . optional authorization request is made , the process continues 
Due to the changeable , temporally unique , and re - assign- only if the party is authorized , in one example . The authen 

able characteristics of DDIDs paired with data attributes or tication module may transmit the authorization status infor 
attribute combinations to create TDRs , recipients of TDRs 5 mation to the party controlling the TDR via a privacy client , 
may make use of information contained in TDRs specifically and the authorization status may be used to allow or deny 
for intended purposes at intended times . This is due to the proceeding with respect to a desired action , activity , process 
fact that Association Keys ( which may be required to stitch or trait at the specified time and / or place . 
TDRs together to make sense of information contained in TDRs and / or DDIDs contained in TDRs can also be used 
seemingly unrelated TDRs ) and / or Replacement Keys 10 as advanced keys for known protection techniques such as 
( which may be required to know the value of information encrypting , tokenizing , pseudonymizing , eliding or other 
represented by temporally unique DDIDs sent to third wise . The authentication module may be used to withhold 
parties as part of TDRs ) may only have temporally limited the key necessary to unlock protection techniques for the 
usefulness . In other words , the usefulness is temporally contents of the TDR such as encrypting , tokenizing , pseud 
limited because the DDID components of TDRs may be 15 onymizing , eliding or otherwise , unless the TDR , DDID , 
changed by a Data Subject or other controlling party when undisclosed associated Data Subject , attribute , attribute 
the intended purpose and / or intended time is no longer combination or related party is confirmed as being autho 
applicable in such a manner that AKs and / or RKs no longer rized to participate with respect to a desired action , activity , 
reveal relevant information . Conversely , relevant informa- process or trait at the specified time and / or place through 
tion revealed by means of AKs and / or RKs may change over 20 DDID and / or TDR confirmation and known confirmation 
time to support additional secondary uses of data . techniques such as password confirmation , multi - factor 

In one example , a maintenance module may be utilized to authentication or similar means . 
store information regarding the association at any particular In another example , an access log module may be pro 
point in time of a particular DDID with a particular attribute vided , wherein the access log module can collect and store 
combination in a TDR in a secure database associated with 25 information to enable post - incident forensic analysis in the 
the privacy server and accessible by the system but not event of a system or privacy server error and / or misuse . 
accessible by parties other than the controlling entity or by In accordance with one aspect of one embodiment of the 
parties authorized by the controlling entity ( this time period present invention , disclosed herein is a computer - imple 
of association may be represented by a time key ( TK ) or mented method of providing controlled distribution of elec 
otherwise ) . In one example , the maintenance module of the 30 tronic information . In one example , the method may include 
privacy server and associated database ( s ) may store and the steps or operations of receiving , at a computing device , 
keep all associations of DDIDs with attribute combinations . data ; identifying one or more attributes of the data ; selecting , 
Thus , the system provides for secure data exchange and through the computing de ce , a D ; associating the 
non - repudiation of data attributes , attribute combinations selected DDID with one or more of the data attributes ; and 
and TDRs in order to foster safer data - related collection , use , 35 creating a temporally unique data representation ( TDR ) 
research and / or analysis while meeting stringent privacy , from at least the selected DDID and the one or more data 
anonymity and security criteria . attributes . 

In one example , a verification module of the privacy In one example , the step of selecting a DDID may include 
server and associated database ( s ) may provide an authenti- generating the temporally unique , dynamically changing 
cated data structure that permits validation and verification 40 DDID or , in another example , accepting or modifying a 
of the integrity of information and / or DDIDs embodied in an temporally unique , dynamically changing value created 
aggregated data profile , data attributes , attribute combina- external to the system to serve as the DDID . 
tions and / or TDRs at any point in time through methodolo- For purposes hereof , the phrase " dynamically changing ” 
gies such as cyclic redundancy checks ( “ CRCs ” ) , message means that a DDID assigned with respect to a data subject , 
authentication codes , digital watermarking , linking - based 45 action , activity , process or trait : ( a ) changes over time due to 
time - stamping or analogous methodologies . ( i ) passage of a predetermined amount of time , ( ii ) passage 

In another example , an authentication module of an of a flexible amount of time , ( iii ) expiration of the purpose 
embodiment of the present invention may be used to verify , for which the DDID was created , or ( iv ) change in virtual or 
on an anonymous basis , the authority to proceed with respect real - world location associated with the data subject , action , 
to a Data Subject , action , activity , process or trait at a 50 activity , process or trait ; or ( b ) is different at different times 
particular time and / or place via the TDR assignment . A ( i.e. , the same DDID is not used at different times ) with 
privacy client with TDR information may request of the respect to a same or similar data subject , action , activity , 
authentication module , which in one example is part of the process or trait . 
privacy server , confirmation as to whether the TDR ( and For purposes hereof , the phrase “ temporally unique ” 
undisclosed Data Subject , data attributes or attribute com- 55 means that the time period of assignment of a DDID to a data 
binations associated therewith ) is authorized to participate subject , action , activity , process or trait is not endless . The 
with regard to a requested action , activity , process or trait at initial assignment of a DDID to a data subject , action , 
a particular time and / or place . In one embodiment , the activity , process or trait starts at a point in time , and 
authentication module may compare the DDID included in information concerning the time of assignment is known 
the TDR to a list of authorized DDIDs to determine the state 60 and , in certain implementations of the present invention , 
of authorization to participate with respect to a desired may be used to identify relationships or connections 
action , activity , process or trait at the specified time and / or between the DDID and said data subject , action , activity , 
place . Optionally , the authentication module may request the process or trait . If the period of assignment of a DDID to a 
party possessing the TDR to confirm it is authorized to data subject , action , activity , process or trait ends at a 
participate with respect to a desired action , activity , process 65 discrete point in time , information concerning the time of 
or trait at the specified time and / or place through DDID termination of assignment is known and , in certain imple 
confirmation or other confirmation techniques such as pass- mentations of the present invention , may be used to identify 
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relationships or connections between the DDID and said requirements . In some embodiments , MSegs may be thought 
data subject , action , activity , process or trait . of as a type of NADEV . More specifically , MSegs may 

For purposes hereof , the term “ policy ” may mean , without comprise dynamically changing cohorts of Data Subjects , 
limitation , a way or ways to programmatically enforce and they may be represented by A - DDIDs representing 
mathematical , logical , sampling , or other functions against a 5 specific NADEVs within a larger range of values , wherein 
data set ( e.g. , a data set of any number of dimensions ) that the reidentified value of such A - DDIDs may be used to 
is equal to or greater than enforcement mechanisms for represent such MSegs . 
enabling any Privacy - Enhancing Technology ( “ PET ” ) For purposes hereof , the term “ VCode ” refers to tempo 
including , but not limited to , public key encryption , k - ano- rally - limited validation codes , which may be used to facili 
nymity , 1 - diversity , introduction of “ noise , ” differential pri- 10 tate controlled , “ last mile ” delivery of advertising . In some 
vacy , homomorphic encryption , digital rights management , embodiments , a VCode may be associated with a valid 
identity management , suppression and / or generalization of MSeg ( e.g. , a specific A - DDID ) . 
certain data by row , by column , by any other dimension , by For purposes hereof , the term “ BAP ” refers to a brand / 
any combination of dimensions , by discrete cell , by any advertiser / publisher , or other merchant , merchandizer or 
combination of discrete cells and by any combination of 15 purveyor of goods or services in the marketplace . 
rows , columns , and discrete cells or any portion thereof . In another example , the method may also include causing 

For purposes hereof , the term “ Non - Attributing Data the association between the selected DDID and the one or 
Element Value ” ( NADEV ) may mean , without limitation , more data attributes to expire . In yet another example , the 
the value revealed when an A - DDID is re - identified or the include storing , in a database accessible to the 
value which would be revealed if a given A - DDID were to 20 computing device , information regarding the time periods 
be re - identified . A NADEV may be produced by creating a during which the selected DDID was associated with dif 
derived or related version or subset of one or more elements ferent data attributes or combinations of attributes by means 
of a data set to reflect the application of one or more PETS of time keys ( TKs ) or otherwise . 
or other privacy and / or security enhancing methodologies to In another embodiment , the method may also include 
the data set to limit access to all of a data set , or at least to 25 re - associating the selected DDID with one or more other 
a selected portion of the data set . For example , assuming a data attributes or attribute combinations following expira 
data set contained a value for a data subject's heart rate value tion of the association between the DDID and one or more 
of 65 beats per minute , the data's value may be generalized initial data attributes . 
into two NADEVs , e.g. , one that specifies , “ a range of 61-70 In one example , the expiration of the DDID occurs at a 
beats per minute ” and one that simply specifies , “ normal ” 30 predetermined time , or the expiration may occur following 
each of which NADEVs may be independently and indi- completion of a predetermined event , purpose or activity . In 
vidually suppressed or revealed without disclosing the true another example , the DDID may be authorized for use only 
data value of 65 beats per minute and without disclosing the during a given time period and / or at a predetermined loca 
identity of the data subject . tion . 
One embodiment of a NADEV is an instantiation of the 35 In another example , the method may include changing the 

NADEV as a “ Variant Twin . ” In the prior example , " a range DDID associated with the one or more data attribute , attri 
of 61-70 beats per minutes ” and “ normal ” are each bute combination and / or TDR , wherein the changing the 
NADEVs which are Variant Twins , so the specific value of DDID may occur on a random or a scheduled basis , or may 
“ 65 beats per minute ” is thereby generalized in different occur following the completion of a predetermined activity 
ways by each of the instantiated Variant Twins . There may 40 purpose and / or event . 
be unlimited instantiations of Variant Twins having different According to another aspect of another embodiment of the 
values ( or even duplicates of the same value ) with respect to present invention , disclosed herein is a method for facilitat 
any underlying , specific value . Further , Variant Twins may ing transactions over a network , wherein the method may 
be instantiated based on any type of underlying , specific include the operations of receiving a request , at a privacy 
value , e.g. , time , place , person , purpose or datum or data 45 server , from a client device to conduct activity over a 
about such , e.g. , time , place , person or purpose . network ; determining which of a plurality of data attributes 

Gartner Group highlighted the importance of Variant or attribute combinations in a database is necessary to 
Twins in the context of data privacy as follows : “ ... the complete the requested activity ; creating or accepting a 
creation of nonidentifying , yet personalized , data [ to enable ] DDID ; associating the DDID with the determined data 
GDPR - compliant business analytics , machine learning and 50 attributes to create a combined temporally unique data 
data sharing . Common privacy techniques do not allow representation ( TDR ) ; making the combined temporally 
relinking of data , which is essential to Al , machine learning unique data representation ( TDR ) accessible to at least one 
and business analytics . The Anonos [ Big Privacy ] platform network device for conducting or initiating the requesting 
takes source data and deidentifies it using dynamic ( rather activity ; receiving a modified temporally unique data rep 
than static ) tokenization and machine learning . The resulting 55 resentation ( TDR ) that includes additional information 
information , known as Variant Twins , constitutes protected related to the activity performed ; and storing the modified 
personal data as the risk of linkage attacks are reduced to temporally unique data representation ( TDR ) and / or DDID 
near zero . This protects the identity of the data subject while to - Data Subject association information in a memory data 
enabling the use , sharing , comparing and computing of data base . 
between multiple parties . The created Variant Twin main- 60 In one example , the at least one network device may 
tains a link with the original input , but is isolated in a include an internet service provider , a server operated by a 
“ trusted third - party control environment so that reidentifi- merchant or service provider , a server operated by a mobile 
cation via usage of the original data is prevented in unau- platform provider , or a server in a cloud computing envi 
thorized use cases . ” ronment . 

For purposes hereof , the term “ MSegs ” refers to 65 According to another aspect of another embodiment of the 
microsegments ( or cohorts ) of Data Subjects sharing similar present invention , disclosed herein is a method of providing 
characteristics with sufficient size to satisfy “ k - anonymity ” controlled distribution of electronic information . In one 
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example , the method may include receiving a request at a activity to the DDID ; and a module for storing the DDIDs , 
privacy server to conduct an activity over a network ; select- tracked activity , and time periods during which a DDID is 
ing attributes of data located in a database accessible to the used for conducting the tracked activity . 
privacy server determined to be necessary to fulfill the According to another aspect of another embodiment of the 
request , wherein other attributes of the data which are not 5 present invention , disclosed herein is a device for conduct 
determined to be necessary are not selected ; assigning or ing secure , private activity over a network . In one example , 
accepting the assignment of a DDID to the selected attri- the device may include a processor configured to execute 
butes , and / or attribute combinations to which they apply program modules , wherein the program modules include at 
with an abstraction module of the privacy server , wherein least a privacy client ; a memory connected to the processor ; 
the DDID does not reveal the unselected attributes ; record- 10 and a communication interface for receiving data over a 
ing the time at which the DDID is assigned ; receiving an network ; wherein the privacy client is configured to receive 
indication that the requested activity is complete ; receiving temporally unique data representations ( TDRs ) including 
the DDID and the determined attributes and / or attribute DDIDs and associated data attributes necessary for conduct 
combinations to which they apply at the privacy server , ing the activity over the network from a privacy server . 
wherein the attributes are modified to include information 15 In one example , the privacy client may be further con 
regarding the conducted activity ; and recording the time at figured to capture activity conducted using the device , and 
which the conducted activity is complete and the DDID and to relate the conducted activity to the temporally unique data 
the determined attributes and / or attribute combinations to representations ( TDRs ) . In another example , the privacy 
which they apply are received at the privacy server . client may be configured to transmit the captured activity 
In one example , the method may also include assigning an 20 and temporally unique data representations ( TDRs ) to the 

additional DDID to one or more of the selected data attri- privacy server . The privacy client may reside on a mobile 
butes and / or attribute combinations contained within a TDR . device as a mobile application , in one example . The privacy 
In another example , the method may include re - associating , client may reside in , and be accessible via , a network as a 
using time keys ( TKs ) reflecting recorded times , the DDID cloud based application , in another example . The privacy 
and data attributes with the true identity of the data attri- 25 client may reside on the same computing device ( s ) on which 
butes , attribute combinations , or Data Subjects . The method the privacy server ( s ) resides as a local application , in another 
may also include reassigning the DDID to other data attri- example . 
butes , and recording the time at which the DDID is reas- In another example , the device may also include a geo 
signed . location module on a mobile device , wherein the temporally 

According to another aspect of another embodiment of the 30 unique data representations ( TDRs ) are modified with infor 
present invention , disclosed herein is a computer - imple- mation from the geolocation module , and wherein the tem 
mented method of improving data security , wherein the data porally unique data representations ( TDRs ) restrict access to 
comprises at least one attribute . In one example , the method information regarding the identity of the device . The device 
may include associating at least one attribute with a DDID may also include a user interface configured to allow a user 
to create a temporally unique data representation ( TDR ) ; 35 to modify the temporally unique data representations 
wherein the temporally unique data representation ( TDR ) ( TDRs ) , including options to change the DDID or data 
limits access to data attributes to only those necessary to attributes associated with a particular temporally unique data 
perform a given action , such as for example completing a representation ( TDR ) . The user interface may include select 
purchase of goods from an online website . able options for sharing the temporally unique data repre 

In one example , the method may include assigning an 40 sentations ( TDR ) only with other network devices within a 
association key ( AK ) to the temporally unique data repre- predetermined physical , virtual or logical proximity to the 
sentation ( TDR ) , wherein access to the association key ( AK ) mobile device . 
is required for authorized access to the temporally unique In another example , the device may , in response to the 
data representation ( TDR ) . shared temporally unique representations ( TDRs ) , receive 

In another example , the method may also include causing 45 targeted advertising or marketing information based on the 
the association between the DDID and the at least one physical , virtual , or logical location of the mobile device , 
attribute to expire , wherein the expiration occurs at a pre- wherein the shared temporally unique data representations 
determined time and / or the expiration may occur following ( TDRs ) may in one example include demographic informa 
completion of a predetermined event and / or activity . In tion , temporal information , geolocation information , psy 
another embodiment , the method may include re - associating 50 chographic information and / or other forms of information 
the DDID with the at least one different attribute following related to a user of the mobile device . In another example , 
an expiration of the association between the DDID and the the shared temporally unique data representations ( TDR ) 
at least one attribute . The method may also include storing , may include information related to purchase transactions 
in a database , information regarding one or more time made or desired to be made using the mobile device , and 
periods during which the DDID was associated with differ- 55 further comprising receiving targeted advertising or market 
ent data attributes or combinations of attributes as reflected ing information based on previous or desired purchase 
by applicable time keys ( TKs ) or otherwise . transactions . In this way , a vendor may nearly instantly 

According to another aspect of another embodiment of the know the relevant characteristics of nearby users and poten 
present invention , disclosed herein is a system for improving tial customers — without knowing or learning the identity of 
electronic data security . In one example , the system may 60 such users- so that the vendor may tailor product and 
include a module configured to dynamically associate at service offerings specifically to the interests of nearby users 
least one attribute with at least one Data Subject , action , and potential customers in real - time without compromising 
activity , process and / or trait ; a module configured to gener- the privacy / anonymity of the users / potential customers . 
ate or accept DDIDs , and further configured to associate According to another aspect of another embodiment of the 
DDIDs to the at least one data attribute ; a module configured 65 present invention , disclosed herein is a system for providing 
to track activity related to the DDIDs , and configured to electronic data privacy and anonymity . In one example , the 
associate any additional electronic data generated by the system may include at least one user device having a first 
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privacy client operating on the user device ; at least one According to another aspect of another embodiment of the 
service provider device having a second privacy client present invention , disclosed herein are methods , computer 
operating on the service provider device ; and at least one readable media , and systems for providing electronic data 
privacy server coupled to the network , the privacy server privacy and anonymity to user information stored in a 
communicating with the first and second privacy clients ; 5 decentralized fashion , e.g. , across permissionless systems or 
wherein the privacy server includes an abstraction module using immutable and verifiable distributed ledger technolo 
that electronically links data attributes and attribute combi- gies , such as blockchain . 
nations and separates data attributes and attribute combina- According to another aspect of another embodiment of the 
tions , and the abstraction module associates a DDID with the present invention , disclosed herein are methods , computer 
data attributes and / or attribute combinations . readable media , and systems for providing privacy - respect 

In one example , the privacy server may include an authen- ful , trusted communications , e.g. , between Data Subjects 
tication module that generates and / or accepts one or more of and business entities . Such embodiments may allow such 
said DDIDs . In another example , the privacy server may business entities to deliver targeting advertising , marketing , 
include a maintenance module that stores a combination of or other business services to a particular “ type ” or “ cohort ” 
the DDIDs with their associated data attributes and / or attri- of Data Subject , while still protecting the individual iden 
bute combinations . In another example , the privacy server tities and / or private information of such Data Subjects , 
may include a verification module that verifies the integrity unless or until such Data Subjects agree to reveal their 
of data attributes , attribute combinations , and DDIDs . identities and / or private information . 

In another example , the privacy server may include an 20 Other embodiments of the disclosure are described herein . 
access log module that collects and stores information The features , utilities and advantages of various embodi 
relating to the DDIDs and the data attributes for use in one ments of this disclosure will be apparent from the following 
or more post - incident forensic analyses in the event of one more particular description of embodiments as illustrated in 

the accompanying drawings . 
In one example , the DDID expires after a predetermined 25 

time , and after expiration of the DDID , the abstraction BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

module assigns the DDID to another data attribute and / or to 
another Data Subject . FIG . 1 illustrates an example of a block diagram of a 

According to another aspect of another embodiment of the system including a privacy server , in accordance with one 
present invention , disclosed herein are methods , computer 30 embodiment of the invention . 
readable media , and systems for : ( i ) transforming multi- FIG . 1A illustrates an example of a block diagram of a 
dimensional data sets by technologically enforcing one or system including a privacy server , in which the invention is 
more policies ( at the same or at different times ) against at offered as a service to interact with external databases in 
least one of the dimensions in a given data set or at least a accordance with one embodiment of the invention . 
subset of one of said dimensions ; ( ii ) transforming the data 35 FIG . 1B illustrates different ways that assignment , appli 
sets in subsection ( i ) above at a time prior to , during , or cation , expiration and recycling of DDIDs may occur with 
subsequent to the original transformations , e.g. , by creating respect to data attributes and / or attribute combinations , in 
one or more A - DDIDs ; ( iii ) technologically enforcing poli- accordance with differing embodiments of the invention . 
cies using Just - In - Time - Identity ( JITI ) or other types of FIG . 1C - 1 illustrates potential input and output flows for 
access control - based keys to limit access to all or a portion 40 a system including a privacy server from the perspective of 
of a data set ; ( iv ) applying parametric or non - parametric a Trusted Party , in accordance with one embodiment of the 
techniques and / or mathematical methods to enable the infor- invention . 
mation in transformed data sets to be ranked or rated FIG . 1C - 2 illustrates potential input and output flows for 
according to various industry - appropriate or industry - rel- a system including a privacy server from the perspective of 
evant value metrics ; ( v ) enforcing one or more of privacy 45 a Data Subject , in accordance with one embodiment of the 
policies down to one or more individual " cells ” of data ; invention . 
and / or ( vi ) enabling an electronic marketplace for the buy- FIG . 1D illustrates an example of the use of DDIDs in 
ing , selling , licensing , and / or other transactionalizing of connection with a networked blood pressure monitor , in 
policies , wherein such policies may be ranked or rated in accordance with one embodiment of the invention . 
terms of quantitative and / or qualitative measures of effec- 50 FIG . 1E illustrates an example of the use of DDIDs in 
tiveness in providing anonymization to the data set . connection with serving patients with sexually transmitted 

According to another aspect of another embodiment of the diseases ( STDs ) , in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention , disclosed herein are methods , computer invention . 
readable media , and systems for using artificial intelligence FIG . 1F illustrates an example of the use of DDIDs in 
algorithms to analyze the schemata , metadata , structure , etc. , 55 connection with offering a coupon , in accordance with one 
of a data set to determine algorithmic actions that may be embodiment of the invention . 
used to obscure , generalize , or otherwise transform the data FIG . 16 illustrates an example of the use of DDIDs in 
set to comply with pre - determined privacy policies . connection with a physician viewing blood pressure levels , 

According to another aspect of another embodiment of the in accordance with one embodiment of the invention . 
present invention , disclosed herein are methods , computer 60 FIG . 1H illustrates an example using DDIDs to effect 
readable media , and systems for providing privacy policies dynamic data obfuscation in connection education related 
“ as - a - service , ” e.g. , over a network or via an application information , in accordance with one embodiment of the 
program , to one or more users , in order to help facilitate invention . 
compliance with regulatory and / or contractual restrictions in FIG . 11 shows an example of a process to perform 
a way that helps unlock the full value of data , i.e. , by 65 Disassociation Level Determination ( DLD ) and create an 
enabling greater data use , while simultaneously enhancing Anonymity Measurement Score ( AMS ) , in accordance with 
data security and privacy . one embodiment of the invention . 
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FIG . 1J illustrates exemplary calculated Anonymity Mea- FIG . 1Z - 2 illustrates a decentralized network built on 
surement Scores , in accordance with one embodiment of the blockchain - based technology , according to one or more 
invention . embodiments . 
FIG . 1K illustrates exemplary categories for the level of FIG . 1Z - 3 illustrates a decentralized network built on 

consent / involvement required by the Data Subject for cer- 5 blockchain - based technology , wherein anonymizing privacy 
tain calculated Anonymity Measurement Scores , in accor- controls may be employed , according to one or more 
dance with one embodiment of the invention . embodiments . 

FIG . 1L illustrates an example of the use of DDIDs in the FIG . 1Z - 4 illustrates a process flow diagram for the 
area of emergency response , in accordance with one performance of privacy - respectful , trusted communications 
embodiment of the invention . between a Data Subject and a business entity , according to 
FIG . 1M illustrates an example of the use of Just - In - Time- one or more embodiments . 

Identity ( JITI ) -enabled security and privacy , in accordance FIGS . 2-4 illustrate an example of the generation and use 
with one embodiment of the invention . of a TDR , in accordance with one embodiment of the 
FIG . 1N illustrates an example of the use of Just - In - Time- invention . 

Identity ( JITI ) -enabled security and privacy , in accordance FIG . 5 illustrates two example attribute combinations 
with one embodiment of the invention . having different levels of abstraction by means of the 
FIG . 1P - 1 illustrates an example of the use of static association function and the replacement function of the 

anonymous identifiers . system , in accordance with one embodiment of the inven 
FIG . 1P - 2 illustrates an example of the use of Just - In- 20 tion . 

Time - Identity ( JITI ) -enabled security and privacy , in accor- FIG . 6 shows an example of a process ( from a sample 
dance with one embodiment of the invention . controlling entity and system perspective ) to select attribute 
FIG . 1Q illustrates an example of the use of Just - In - Time- combinations , generate TDRs to abstract or anonymize the 

Identity ( JITI ) -enabled security and privacy in the medical data , and then re - associate or de - anonymize the data , in 
services context , in accordance with one embodiment of the 25 accordance with one embodiment of the invention . 
invention . FIG . 6A shows an example of a process ( from a sample 
FIG . IR illustrates an example of a system for imple- controlling entity and system perspective ) to receive attri 

menting Just - In - Time - Identity ( JITI ) -enabled security and butes from one or more external database , generate TDRs to 
privacy , in accordance with one embodiment of the inven- abstract or anonymize the data , and then re - associate or 
tion . 30 de - anonymize the data , in accordance with one embodiment 
FIG . 1S illustrates an example of a system for implement- of the invention . 

ing Just - In - Time - Identity ( JITI ) -enabled security and pri- FIG . 6B shows an example of a process ( from a sample 
vacy support the Open Health Platform ( OH ) , in accor- controlling entity and system perspective ) to provide 
dance with one embodiment of the invention . dynamic anonymity for data elements contained in one or 
FIG . 1T illustrates an example of a system for imple- 35 more databases considered too sensitive to be revealed in an 

menting data de - risking policy management and access identifiable manner external to an organization . 
control , in accordance with one embodiment of the inven- FIG . 7 shows an example of a process ( from a recipient 
tion . entity perspective ) of the process of FIG . 6 , in accordance 
FIG . 1U illustrates an example of various data de - risking with one embodiment of the invention . 

schemes , in accordance with one embodiment of the inven- 40 FIG . 8 illustrates an example of a process for verifying 
tion . authority , in accordance with one embodiment of the inven 
FIG . 1V illustrates an example of a marketplace for tion . 

various data de - risking policies made available for purchase , FIG . 9 illustrates an example of a process for withholding 
in accordance with one embodiment of the invention . key protection information unless verified , in accordance 
FIG . 1W - 1 illustrates an example of an intelligent policy 45 with one embodiment of the invention . 

compliance engine , in accordance with one embodiment of FIG . 10 illustrates an example of a process for analyzing 
the invention . interests of related parties in an anonymous fashion , in 
FIG . 1W - 2 illustrates an exemplary flow diagram for the accordance with one embodiment of the invention . 

use of an intelligent policy compliance engine , in accor- FIGS . 11-18 illustrate various examples of the interac 
dance with one embodiment of the invention . 50 tions between a related party , service provider , and privacy 
FIG . 1X - 1 illustrates an exemplary system for offering server , including DDIDs and attribute combinations gener 

data privacy services via a shim . ated , sent , and tracked , in accordance with one embodiment 
FIG . 1X - 2 illustrates an exemplary system for offering of the invention . 

data privacy services via an in - line service from a web FIG . 19 shows examples of attribute combinations acces 
browser , device , or other sensor . 55 sible to multiple service providers as well as the attribute 
FIG . 1Y - 1 illustrates a cloud - based platform and applica- combinations re - transmitted by each service provider back 

tion for offering a system to de - identify data . to a privacy server , in accordance with one embodiment of 
FIG . 1Y - 2 illustrates a cloud - based platform and applica- the invention . 

tion for offering a system to re - identify data that has been FIG . 20 shows the data accessible to a related party that 
de - identified . 60 includes all attribute combinations sent to and retransmitted 

FIG . 1Y - 3 illustrates a cloud - based platform and applica- from service providers , in accordance with one embodiment 
tion for offering a system that integrates with Extract , of the invention . 
Transform , and Load ( ETL ) applications . FIGS . 21 and 22 illustrate how a service provider acting 
FIG . 1Z - 1 illustrates a decentralized network built on as the controlling entity and providing information to vari 

blockchain - based technology , wherein anonymizing privacy 65 ous vendors , may provide to each vendor only those attribute 
controls may be employed , according to one or more combinations necessary to perform services assigned to it , in 
embodiments . accordance with one embodiment of the invention . 
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FIG . 23 illustrates an example of an implementation of with one or more Data Subject , action , activity , process 
DDIDs in the area of Internet advertising , in accordance and / or trait contains no recoverable information leading 
with one embodiment of the invention . back to said one or more Data Subject , action , activity , 

FIGS . 24-25 illustrate examples of an implementation of process or trait — in each such case , the connections would 
DDIDs in the area of healthcare , in accordance with one be severed and are not inherently computable ) . 

Dynamic Anonymity enhances privacy , anonymity and embodiment of the invention . 
FIG . 26 illustrates an example of an implementation of personal data protection capabilities in distributed plat 

forms / fragmented ecosystems , while providing superior DDIDs in the area of mobile communications , in accordance access to , and use of , data in accordance with policies with one embodiment of the invention . established by , or on behalf of , Data Subjects . In this FIG . 27 illustrates a block diagram of an example of a 10 manner , everyone including those who elect to use either programmable device for implementing techniques for closed or distributed systems benefits from enhanced data dynamically creating , assigning , changing , reassigning , and privacy and anonymity . using dynamically changeable , temporally unique identifiers Dynamic Anonymity delivers certain immediate benefits 
( DDIDs ) in accordance with one embodiment of the inven without modification to existing business and technology 
tion . practices . With the use of dynamically changing and tem 
FIG . 28 illustrates a block diagram illustrating a network porally unique DDIDs , current systems and processes ( e.g. , 

of privacy clients and a privacy server for implementing web browsers and data analytic engines ) may not recognize 
techniques for dynamically creating , assigning , changing , relationships between and among data elements . These 
reassigning , and using DDIDs in accordance with one systems and processes can process information using exist 
embodiment of the invention . 20 ing capabilities without creating inferences , correlations , 

profiles or conclusions except as expressly authorized by 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION Data Subjects and trusted parties / proxies via a Circle of 

Trust ( COT ) . However , additional significant benefits would 
Disclosed herein are various systems , methods and arise from new business and technology practices that 

devices for private and secure management and use of 25 leverage specific attributes and capabilities of DDIDs , 
information pertaining to one or more Data Subjects , such as Dynamic Anonymity and / or a Circle of Trust ( COT ) . 
persons , places or things , and / or associated actions , activi- Dynamic Anonymity provides benefits at four distinct points of data processing : ties , processes and / or traits . The systems , methods and A. Data Capture ; devices described herein abstract data attributes pertaining B. Data Transmission / Storage ; to Data Subjects and / or associated actions , activities , pro- 30 C. Data Analysis ; and cesses and / or traits by linking data pertaining to Data D. Data Privacy / Anonymity Control . Subjects and / or associated actions , activities , processes and / At each point data is protected in accordance with 
or traits to independent attributes and / or dependent attributes PERMS specified by , or on behalf of , Data Subject ( s ) to 
and separating elements pertaining to Data Subjects and / or whom that data pertains . 
associated actions , activities , processes and / or traits into 35 A. Data Capture 
independent attributes and / or dependent attributes . DDIDs In applications where a static identifier would typically be 
can then be associated with select data attributes or select associated with capture of data pertaining to a Data Subject , 
attribute combinations , thus creating TDRs . In this manner , Dynamic Anonymity can provide : 
embodiments of the present invention can be utilized to 1. A dynamic de - identifier ( or DDID ) that changes over 
provide data security , privacy , anonymity , and accuracy for 40 time ( triggered by a lapse of time , change in purpose , 
Data Subjects such as persons , places or things and / or temporary cessation in activity , or change in virtual or 
associated actions , activities , processes and / or traits . Various physical location ) limiting the ability to track , profile or 
embodiments of the present invention are disclosed herein . otherwise associate data with a Data Subject , action , activity , 

Dynamic Anonymity / Circles of Trust ( COT ) process and / or trait . 
Dynamic Anonymity is premised on the principle that 45 2. An association from each DDID to the applicable one 

static anonymity is an illusion , and that the use of static or more Data Subject , action , activity , process and / or trait , 
identifiers is fundamentally flawed . The Dynamic Anonym stored and known only within the applicable Circle of Trust 

( COT ) . ity system dynamically segments and applies re - assignable 3. Dynamic Anonymity also offers the optional ability to dynamic de - identifiers ( DDIDs ) to data stream elements at store data associated with DDIDs within a CoT . various stages ( Note : while dynamic segmentation may 50 A key feature of Dynamic Anonymity is the ability to 
include time lapse , it is more likely determined by activity , anonymize and segregate data elements at the data element location and / or subject matter ) thereby minimizing the risk level rather than at the data record level — i.e . , at the level of 
of information being unintentionally shared in transit , in use individual data elements associated with a Data Subject , 
or at rest , while maintaining the ability of Trusted Parties action , activity , process and / or trait rather than data elements 
and of no others to re - stitch the data stream elements . 55 representing the entirety or majority of information pertain 

Cleartext primary keys may be used internally within a ing to a Data Subject , action , activity , process and / or trait . 
Circle of Trust ( “ COT ” ) such as shown in FIG . 1C - 1 to Circles of Trust retain relationship information between and 
identify Data Subjects , actions , activities , processes and / or among data elements and Data Subjects , actions , activities , 
traits ; however , these keys may not be shared outside the processes and / or traits to permit re - association according to 
Circle of Trust . Rather , Dynamic Anonymity uses dynami- 60 privacy / anonymity policies and / or rules established by , and / 
cally changing and re - assignable compound keys outside of or on behalf of , Data Subjects ( referred to sometimes herein 
a Circle of Trust which may be comprised of : ( i ) a DDID ; as PERMS ) . 
and ( ii ) the time period / purpose for which the DDID is 
associated with a Data Subject , action , activity , process Example : Search Engine 
and / or trait ) . Information regarding this association may not 65 
be made available outside of the Circle of Trust ( and it may Consider a person who frequently uses a particular search 
not be reconstructible if the DDID representing a connection engine . Currently , the search engine assigns the person ( via 
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their browser ) a “ cookie ” or other digital footprint tracker Storing resulting DDID associations / obscuring keys 
that persists for months or years , against which an ever within a Circles of Trust ; and 
increasing stream of observational data ( e.g. search terms , Providing a unique interaction model for enabling par 
links clicked , location data ) is then accumulated and , very ticipation between and among Data Subjects and 
likely , analyzed and further aggregated by multiple parties , 5 Trusted Parties / third - party participants . 
often revealing personally identifiable information without C. Data Analysis 
knowing consent by the Data Subject . Traditional techniques for data “ cleansing ” ( also referred 

Dynamic Anonymity can leverage the natural response of to as data cleaning and data scrubbing ) paradoxically suffer 
a search engine to create a new cookie / digital footprint from two different and antithetical kinds of problems . 
tracker for each Data Subject perceived to be interacting 10 1. A given data cleansing technique can simply be inef 
with the search engine for the first time . Clearing history , fective . Despite earnest efforts , or even use of legally 
cache , cookie / digital footprint tracker , and associated data sanctioned techniques to obscure Personal Data , it may be 
will cause the search engine to generate a new cookie / digital still possible to identify the Data Subjects and Personal Data 
footprint tracker for the Data Subject . A Circle of Trust from " cleansed " data . Three famous examples : 
( COT ) can store information pertaining to associations of 15 a . In the mid - 1990s , the Massachusetts Group Insurance 
cookies / digital footprint trackers to the Data Subject , and Commission ( GIC ) released data on individual hospital 
optionally also store a list of queries and selected links . visits by state employees in order to aid important research . 

With this approach , the search engine would still have Latanya Sweeney , then an MIT graduate student , purchased 
access to aggregate data — trending search terms , popular the Cambridge voter - registration records , and by linking the 
websites , ad clicks , etc. — but would be prevented from 20 two data sets , which individually were completely innocu 
drawing inferences related to the Data Subject based on ous , she was able to re - identify then - Massachusetts Gover 
observational data . If / as authorized by privacy / anonymity nor Bill Weld's GIC entry despite the fact that it had been 
policies and / or rules established by , and / or on behalf of , the “ anonymized , ” with all obvious identifiers , such as name , 
Data Subject , the CoT could enable the search engine to address , and Social Security number , removed . 
perform more detailed analysis . This could be implemented 25 b . In 2006 , Arvind Narayanan , then a graduate student at 
using an HTTP proxy or browser extension , requiring no UT - Austin , together with his advisor , showed that by linking 
modification to ( or cooperation from ) an existing search the “ anonymized ” Netflix dataset to the Internet Movie 
engine . Database ( IMDb ) , in which viewers review movies , often 

In the past , anonymous tracking cookies were supposed to under their own names , many Netflix users could be re 
have solved the problem of how to support both privacy and 30 identified . 
analytics . However , anonymous tracking cookies failed to c . In 2013 , a team led by Dr. Yaniv Erlich , of the 
achieve this goal because all the data was housed together Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research , re - identified 
and associated with random static identifiers that made it men who had participated in the 1000 Genomes Project 
easy to generate information that is linked or linkable to a international consortium to place , in an open online data 
Data Subject ( “ Personal Data ” or “ PD " ) , thereby nullifying 35 base , the sequenced genomes of ( as it turns out , 2500 ) 
or attenuating the value of the static “ anonymous ” identifi- “ unidentified ” people who had also participated in a study 
ers . Dynamic Anonymity overcomes these shortcomings by of Mormon families in Utah . 
employing dynamically changing and re - assignable DDIDs , 2. More effective data cleansing techniques may reduce 
storing the resulting DDID associations and obscuring keys the business value of that data — that is , many obfuscation 
within Circles of Trust , and providing a unique interaction 40 techniques are lossy . 
model enabling participation between and among Data Sub- The Dynamic Anonymity approach to data privacy / ano 
jects and Trusted Parties / third - party participants . nymity provides a way to avoid both pitfalls , simultane 

B. Data Transmission / Storage ously . 
A CoT is composed of one or more Trusted Parties , each D. Data Privacy / Anonymity Control 

of which may offer one or more independent data storage 45 In order to protect Personal Data , Dynamic Anonymity 
facilities , as well as secure means to segment and transmit may employ a multiple means of measuring , specifying , and 
sensitive data to these data stores . enforcing data privacy / anonymity : 

Alternatively , Dynamic Anonymity - compliant application 1. A system for determining a privacy / anonymity level for 
developers could choose to only store the Data Subject - to each potential kind of exposure for data associated with 
DDID associations within the CoT , and instead to use 50 a Data Subject , action , activity , process and / or trait . 
Dynamic Anonymity - defined procedures to obscure , These privacy / anonymity levels may consist of a con 
encrypt , and / or segment data ( or utilize Dynamic Anonym tinuum of discrete values ( between the extremes of 
ity - enabled toolkits for such procedures ) ; allowing applica complete privacy / anonymity and complete public 
tions to safely store generated or collected information in exposure ) , and / or a mathematical specification of such 
their own facilities , without loss of context or business 55 ( an “ Anonymity Measure Score ” or “ AMS ” ) . 
value . 2. PERMS that specify actions allowed or limited by 

In the past , analogous techniques to those employed by policies regarding data . ( For example : “ share , ” 
the present invention have been employed to : " update . " ) 

Segment data ; 3. PERMS that associate access levels , permissions and 
Encrypt and obfuscate data during transmission ; and data with each other , thus granting or denying certain 
Employ distribution , obfuscation and security during stor levels of access to data on the basis of one or more 

age . criteria , including data type , time , organization seeking 
However , Dynamic Anonymity improves upon these prior access , etc. 
approaches by : A Data Subject's PERMS may also be combined with , or 

Employing dynamically changing and re - assignable 65 limited by , statutory policies . ( For example , medical data in 
DDIDs to obscure data at the data element ( versus data the US must be protected in accordance with the US Health 
record ) level ; Insurance Portability and Accountability Act ( HIPAA . ) 

0 an 
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Additionally , if allowed by the Trusted Party and with the code ” description of an Application Programming Interface 
data owner's consent , offers to modify or grant specific and ( API ) that carries out such behavior in one potential embodi 
limited permissions may be presented to , and accepted by , ment of the invention might look like this : 
Data Subjects . 
Dynamic Anonymity may also improve upon existing 5 

frameworks by using privacy / anonymity level determina interface DDIDMap { 
DDID protect ( Value cleartext ) ; tions to prevent inappropriate use of data , which is obscured Value expose ( DDID ddid ) ; and only analyzed , whether from inside or outside a Circle } 

of Trust , in a manner consistent with each Data Subject's 
specified privacy / anonymity levels . 
Dynamic De - Identifiers ( DDIDs ) In English , “ interface ” means that we're defining a col 
A dynamic de - identifier DDID is a temporally - bounded lection of functions ( named “ DDIDMap ” ) that operate on 

pseudonym which both refers to and obscures the value of the same underlying data . Data types are here denoted with 
( i ) a primary key referencing a Data Subject , action , activity , initial upper - case letters ( e.g. “ DDID ” ) , and variable or 
process and / or trait , ( ii ) the value of an attribute of that Data 15 function parameter names are denoted with initial lower 
Subject , action , activity , process and / or trait ( e.g. a ZIP case letters ( e.g. the “ cleartext " function parameter must be 
code ) , and / or ( iii ) the kind or type of data being associated data of type " Value ” —where “ Value ” is just a stand - in for 
with the Data Subject , action , activity , process and / or trait any kind of data which can be obscured : IDs , quantities , 
( e.g. the fact that some encoded value was a ZIP code ) . names , ZIP codes , etc. ) . 
DDIDs may additionally protect data if there is no dis- 20 One function , " protect ( ) ” , accepts some cleartext value 

cernable , inherent , nor computable relationship between and returns a corresponding DDID . If that value has been 
their content and the values ( cleartext ) to which they refer . seen previously , its previously - assigned DDID will be 
Additionally , the association between any given DDID and returned . If it has been encountered a new DDID 
its cleartext value may not be exposed outside the Circle of ( so - far unique to this data set ) will be generated , associated 
Trust ( COT ) . Unlike static identifiers , an obscured value or 25 with that value , and then returned . 
key need not have the same associated DDID when used in The other function , “ expose ( ) " , reverses this process : a different context , for a different purpose , or at a different when a DDID is passed to it , it looks up and returns the time . cleartext value , which was previously encoded as that DDIDs can be either generated within the Circle of Trust , DDID . If the given DDID has never been seen before , it fails or if the above criteria are satisfied , external IDs can be used 30 with an indication of error . 
as DDIDs . 
DDIDs are Time - Bounded The data managed by these operations , then , is a two - way 
As mentioned , DDID associations are temporally mapping from each cleartext value to the DDID that 

bounded , by which we mean that , even within the same replaced it , and from the DDID back to the original value . 
context , and with regard to a single type of data ( e.g. ZIP 35 Note that although we've said that a given DDID can only 
code ) , a particular DDID may refer to one value at one time , refer to a single value , it is possible , if desired , to implement 
but may ( if desired ) also refer to another value at a different a variant version of this algorithm that allows a value to be 
time . associated with more than one DDID . 

This necessarily implies that in order to decode or expose Managing DDID Maps by Time and Purpose the meaning of a particular DDID , an application must also 40 
Recall that the above bidirectional DDID - to - value map retain knowledge of the time to which that DDID applied . 

This knowledge may be explicit — that is , the assignment operates ( i ) upon a single kind of data ( that is , having the 
time may also be part of the record or document in which the same type , context , and purpose ) , and ( ii ) within the same 

time block . In order to support operations across multiple DDID was stored or it may be implicit - for example , an 
entire data set may have been obscured as a batch , and 45 times and contexts , we can posit another potential API which 

gives us the an appropriate DDID - to - value map for a given presumed ( regardless of how long processing actually takes ) 
time and purpose : to have occupied the same instant and thus have only one 

consistent set of DDID mappings per field type . In order to 
reconstitute such data , one would also need to supply some interface DDIDMap Manager { 
reference to the corresponding set of DDID / value associa- 50 DDIDMap getMap ( Context context , Time time ) ; 
tions ( stored within the CoT ) . } 
DDIDs are Purpose - Bounded 
Note that DDIDs are also bounded by context or pur 

pose meaning the same DDID can recur in multiple con Here , " context ” is ( or emits ) a key that refers to a 
this texts , even at the same time . For example , consider a stream 55 particular kind of data being obscured . ( Elsewhere 

of records , each of which contain a Social Security Number document , sometimes also called the “ association key ” or 
( SSN ) and ZIP code , and which all occupy a single time “ A_K ” . ) For example , the context might be the name of the 

table and column in which data to be obscured will reside block . In such a case , a particular DDID may be used both 
as a replacement for a ZIP code , and also as a replacement ( e.g. “ employee.salary ” ) . It could also include other non 
for an SSN . other chronological indications of purpose or scope . 
As above , this implies that some indication of that context The “ time ” parameter indicates the instant at which the 

( e.g. was this a ZIP code or SSN ? ) will be necessary to DDID is being ( or was ) associated with its cleartext value . 
obtain the cleartext to which that DDID referred . Since DDID - to - value maps span a block of time , and there 

Replacing Data with DDIDs are many time instances within a block , this implies there 
Consider the task of replacing a single stream of data- 65 exists some function ( used internally , within this API , thus 

the same kind of data ( e.g. ZIP codes or SSNs ) , occupying not shown above ) that finds the time block associated which 
the same time block — with DDIDs . A ( Java - like ) “ pseudo- each given time . ( More on this in a moment . ) 

60 
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DDID Generation and Time - Blocking Strategies and usage ) , meaning that the “ Context ” API must offer at 
Note that different kinds of data can employ different least one function supporting each : 

DDID replacement strategies . In addition to those men 
tioned in the next two sections , DDIDs can vary in size , 

interface Context { whether they're universally unique or just unique to that data 5 TimeKey getTimeKey ( Time time ) ; 
set ( or time block ) , what kind of encoding they use ( e.g. , DDIDFactory createDDIDFactory ( ) ; 
integers or text ) , etc. And although DDID generation should } 
typically be random , one might also wish to employ deter 
ministic or pseudo - random DDID generators for demonstra Given these two additional functions , we can imagine that tion , testing , or debugging purposes . the implementation of " getMap ( ) ” in “ DDIDManager ” 

Unique or Reused DDIDs ( shown previously ) may look something like this : 
One potential strategy may allow a particular DDID to be 

assigned to two different Data Subjects in the same context , 
but during two different time blocks . For example , within DDIDMap getMap ( Context context , Time time ) { 
the same collection of time - anchored records , the DDID 15 Time Key timeKey = context.getTimeKey ( time ) ; 

DDIDMap map = getExisting Map ( context , timeKey ) ; “ X3Q ” might at one moment in one time block ) refer to ( for if ( map was not found ) then 
example ) “ 80228 ” , and later ( in another time block ) , DDIDFactory factory = context.createDDIDFactory ( ) ; 
“ 12124 ” . ( We'll call this strategy “ DDID reuse . ” ) map = createMap ( factory ) ; 
An alternative is to disallow such “ reuse ” —and stipulate storeNewMap ( context , timeKey , map ) ; 

that a given DDID , in the same context , can only refer to a 20 
single Subject . ( Although the subject may still receive } 
different DDIDs over time . ) 

The choice between these two strategies involves a 
tradeoff between increased obscurity and the ease with Here , “ getExistingMapO ” is some function that finds the 
which one may perform aggregation queries on obscured 25 map assigned to the given context and time key , " createMap ( ) ” creates a map which will use the given DDID data . factory , and " storeNewMap ) ” associates a newly - created 

Imagine we wish to count patients per postal code . If map with the context and time key by which it will be 
postal codes DDIDs are unique , we can aggregate counts per retrieved later . ) 
DDID , and then ask the CoT to finish the query by resolving Using Context to Obscure Data and Attribute Types 
those DDIDs to their corresponding postal codes , and aggre- Dynamic Anonymity may define the following different 
gating again . But if we have “ reused ” DDIDs , then we must kinds of data to be protected : ( i ) primary keys which refer to 
send the entire list of DDIDs and corresponding times to the Data Subjects , actions , activities , processes and / or traits 

( e.g. employee ID ) , ( ii ) attribute data associated with , but CoT for resolution ( and aggregation ) because we can't be not unique to , Data Subjects , actions , activities , processes sure that two instances of the same DDID refer to the same and / or traits ( e.g. employee postal code ) , and ( iii ) the value . indication of a disassociated ( obscured ) data element's type , 
DDID Time Blocks itself ( an “ association key ” , or “ A_K ” ) . 
Implementations also have freedom to choose different Each of these can be achieved by defining a different 

strategies for segmenting DDID maps by time . Blocks of context : first we'll discuss ( i ) and ( ii ) , which are both 
time may vary by size and / or time offset ; sizes can be fixed , achieved by obscuring data values ( replacing them with 
random , or determined by number of records assigned per 40 “ replacement key " DDIDs , abbreviated as “ R_K ” else 
time . ( Note that employing an infinite - sized time block ( for where ) . We will address ( iii ) the indication of a disassociated 
a given context ) gives behavior equivalent to using “ static ” ( obscured ) data element's type , below . 
identifiers . ) Consider a trivial example : an order table recording which 

Implementation customers bought products on a given day . Each record has 
Although there may be many strategies for creating new 45 a day number , a customer ID , and a product ID . We want to 

DDIDs , the API for generating such DDIDs may look obscure this data for use or analysis by some third party , who 
is outside the CoT . In particular , we wish to obscure the ( essentially ) identical , regardless of which strategy is imple 

mented “ under the hood ” . customer and product IDs , but leave the day numbers intact . 
To do so , we could create two “ Context ” instances : one For example : for “ Customer ID ” , and one for “ Product ID ” . Although 

DDIDs , should ideally be random , for our purposes , let's 
interface DDIDFactory { assume that our “ DDIDFactory ” will create integer DDIDs 
DDID createDDIDO ) ; sequentially , starting from 0. Further , assume that each 

} DDID map spans only three days , so after three days , a new 
set of DDID mappings will be used . This also implies that 
DDIDs will be " reused ” the same DDID can refer to 

Next , consider the task of determining what time block different values when used different blocks . ( This is not an was associated with a given DDID assignment . Since a time ideal encoding strategy and is used here only for illustration 
block can contain many instances of time , we'll need some purposes . ) 
kind of a “ time key ” ( sometimes abbreviated “ T_K ” in TABLE 1 show some cleartext sample data : 
elsewhere in this document ) to each time block . This implies 60 
the need for a function to obtain the appropriate key for any TABLE 1 
time instant : 

TimeKey timeKey = getTimeKey ( Time time ) ; Day 

Further , note that both time - blocking and DDID - genera 
tion strategies depend upon the kind of data which are being 65 
obscured . In short , they are both associated with a given 
“ context ” ( which includes or implies a notion of data type 

35 

50 

55 

Customer ID Product ID 

1 500 ZZZ 
2 600 XXX 

YYY 3 600 



Customer ID Product ID 

4 TTT 700 
500 5 YYY 

TTT 6 600 

Customer ID Product ID 

1 0 0 
2 1 1 
3 1 2 
4 0 0 
5 1 1 
6 2 1 
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TABLE 1 - continued Finally , note that there is also flexibility regarding where 
data is being encoded : data could be streamed to a machine 

Day residing within the CoT , and then sent along to its destina 
tion after encoding . But , alternatively , the encoding portions 

5 of the above algorithms could be run outside the Circle of 
Trust , provided that the resulting DDID - to - value associa 
tions were ( a ) not stored on the local host , and ( b ) safely ( e.g. 

After being obscured ( as specified above ) , this data would using encryption , and with appropriate safeguards against 
look as shown in TABLE 2 below : data loss ) streamed to a CoT host for persistence , lowering 

10 latency in critical applications . 
Dynamic Anonymity : De - Identification without De - Valu TABLE 2 

ation 
Day “ De - identification ” techniques traditionally used in cer 

tain circumstances ( e.g. , HIPAA or health related circum 
15 stances ) to protect data privacy / anonymity may be largely 

defensive in nature e.g. , a series of masking steps is 
applied to direct identifiers ( e.g. , name , address ) and mask 
ing and / or statistically - based manipulations are applied to 
quasi - identifiers ( e.g. , age , sex , profession ) in order to 

20 reduce the likelihood of re - identification by unauthorized 
To understand this , you read down each column , and think third parties . This approach may result in a trade - offs 

in groups of three days ( the first time block of DDIDs between protecting against re - identification and retaining 
covers , for each obscured field , days 1-3 , and the second access to usable information . 
covers 4-6 ) . Dynamic Anonymity may have significant offensive value 

For the first three days , customer ID is : 500 , 600 , 600. The 25 in that the value of information can be retained and lever 
resulting encoding is : 0 , 1 , 1 ( note that 600 is repeated , so aged / exploited for authorized purposes , all with a statisti 
its DDID , 1 , is also repeated . ) cally insignificant risk of re - identification of any datum . 

For the second three days , customer ID is : 700 , 600 , 500 . Dynamic Anonymity may reject the proposition and tradi 
tional dichotomy that , in order to minimize risk , one must And ( starting over from 0 ) , the result is : 0,1,2 ( note that 500 30 sacrifice the value of information content . Instead , Dynamic was 0 before , now it's 2 ) . Anonymity may minimize both risk and the amount of 

Product ID uses a separate context , and thus stream of information lost , enabling most — if not all — of it to be 
DDIDs , so it also starts from zero : recovered , but only upon authorization by the Data Subject / 

For the first time block ( XXX , YYY , TTT ) becomes ( 0 , 1 , Trusted Party , not by unauthorized adversaries / " black hat ” 
2 ) . 35 hackers . 

For the second time block ( TTT , YYY , TTT ) becomes ( 0 , Dynamic Anonymity may uniquely enable information to 
1 , 0 ) . be used in different ways by multiple parties in a controlled 
Another “ Context ” could be employed to obscure the environment that facilitates unlocking and maximizing the 

indication of a disassociated ( obscured ) data element's type value of data . Dynamic Anonymity may maximize the value 
( iii above ) , where the column names are examples of Attri- 40 of potential business intelligence , research , analysis and 
bute Keys ( A_K ) ) . This could be done using one DDID - to- other processes while simultaneously significantly improv 
value mapping for the whole set ( effectively substituting ing the quality and performance of data privacy / anonymity 
DDID for the column names ) , or in time blocks ( as with the processes . 
other fields in this example ) such that ( if an appropriately When collected or stored , sensitive data may be “ disas 
random DDID generation strategy were employed ) the 45 sociated ” from its subject using one or more of the following 
affected records could not be analyzed without the assistance strategies , none of which incurs any loss in value : 
of the Circle of Trust . 1. Segmentation : Sensitive data may be split into several 

Notes on Locality and Time pieces , by data type , and transmitted and / or stored 
The example APIs defined above presume that when data separately ( either in separate Circles of Trust , or using 

is encoded , the encoding time is passed with each datum or 50 different DDID mapping sets maintained by the same 
record . This is only necessary when DDIDs are being Trusted Party ) so that each piece , alone , yields no 
" reused ” within the same context ( and thus time is needed to Personal Data . 
discriminate between the two potential meanings of that 2. ID replacement : Static identifiers can be replaced with 
DDID ) . When a DDID is only assigned to one value per dynamically changing and re - assignable DDIDs 
context , that DDID is sufficient to discover the ( single ) 55 obscuring the relationship between data and the Data 
original value . Subject to which that data refers . 

Time could also become an issue where “ reused " DDIDs 3. Obscuring : data values and data type indicators may 
are being employed across different systems , which might also be replaced with DDIDs . 
have slightly different notions of time . If it is not possible to The DDIDs associated with these operations are stored 
pass the time associated with a DDID encoding , a ( chrono- 60 within a Circle of Trust ( CoT ) as shown in FIG . 1C - 1 ; the 
logical ) “ buffer ” could be employed to prevent a DDID from original data may thus be reconstituted by reversing these 
being re - used too close to its original assignment . And when transformations , but only with the cooperation of the CoT 
it is possible to pass the time associated with the data to be itself , and thus only when granted such permissions by , 
encoded , the time could be “ sanity - checked ” against the and / or on behalf of , the Data Subject . 
local system clock : skew within a small window ( smaller 65 FIG . 1 illustrates an example of an embodiment of the 
than the DDID reuse buffer ) could be tolerated , whereas invention , including a system having a privacy server 50 or 
larger differences would trigger an error report . privacy server module which securely manages various data 
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attributes and data attribute combinations ( which may Tagged Animal Tracking 
include but are not limited to behavioral data , transaction Troop Movements 
histories , credit ratings , identity information , social network Private Security Applications 
data , personal history information , medical and employment E - Commerce Applications 
information , and education history ) relating to a Data Sub- 5 Offline Retail Applications 
ject for use in different applications 56. These applications Human Resources / Hiring Applications 
56 may include , but are not limited to : Governmental Applications 

Healthcare Applications National Security Applications 
Medical Records Analysis of call detail records 
Mobile Applications Analysis of web browsing behavior 
Real - time Critical Care Applications Analysis of online and offline purchasing behavior 
Regulatory Compliance ( e.g. , HIPAA ) Analysis of travel behavior 
Research Analysis of social media activity 

Education Applications Analysis of circles of friends , acquaintances and 
Student Records other relationships 
Research Attorney / Law Firm Applications 

Mobile Applications Maintaining of confidentiality / attorney - client privi 
Geolocation ( Beacons , GPS , Wi - Fi Fingerprinting ) lege 
Mobile Payment and Loyalty E - Discovery 

Financial Service Applications Consumer Contest Entry Applications 
Banking , Brokerage , etc. Dating Applications 
Payment Processing Gambling and e - Wagering Applications 
Payment Card Industry ( PCI ) Security FIG . 1A illustrates an example of an embodiment of the 
Authorization invention , including a system having a privacy server 50 or 
Verification of card holder status 25 privacy server module which receives electronic data from 
Regulatory Compliance one or more external databases 82 and securely converts 
Research various data attributes and data attribute combinations from 
Credit assessment such one or more external data bases ( which may include but 
Fraud detection are not limited to behavioral data , transaction histories , 

Web Applications 30 credit ratings , identity information , social network data , 
Ad serving personal history information , employment information , 
Content review medical and education history ) relating to a Data Subject 
E - commerce into TDRs for use in different applications . Alternatively , 
Social networks applications store only Data Subject - to - DDID association 

' Internet of Things ' Applications 35 information within the privacy server 50 and use Dynamic 
Telematics Anonymity - defined procedures to obscure , encrypt , and / or 
Smart Grid segment data stored in external databases 82. In this manner , 
Smart Cities Data Subject - to - DDID association information stored within 

Traffic Monitoring the privacy server 50 could provide greater context and / or 
Utility Monitoring 40 business value to information generated , collected and / or 

Power stored in external databases 82 . 
Fuel In one example , embodiments of the invention may form 
Water / Sewage a secure and comprehensive aggregated data profile 58 of a 

Waste Management Data Subject for use in one or more applications 56. A Data 
Smart Offices 45 Subject or related party thereto , e.g. , user 59 , may anony 
Smart Factories mously communicate or selectively disclose the Data Sub 
Smart Homes ject's identity and / or data attributes from the Data Subject's 

Connected Entertainment aggregated data profile 58 ( comprised of data attributes , 
TV attribute combinations or portions thereof , potentially from 
Streaming Devices 50 unrelated data sources ) to vendors , service providers , adver 

Automation tisers or other entities with whom the Data Subject or related 
HVAC party is interested in communicating 57 via a network 72 
Lighting ( for instance , to possibly receive services or enter into a 

Security purchase transaction ) based on one or more of the Data 
Window / Door Locks 55 Subject's characteristics as expressed in the Data Subject's 
Fire / Smoke / Carbon Monoxide Detectors aggregated data profile 58 ( comprised of data attributes , data 

Appliances attribute combinations or portions thereof , potentially from 
Smart Vehicles unrelated data sources ) . In this manner , embodiments of the 
Agriculture - Field Sensors invention provide for digital rights management for indi 
Wearable Devices 60 viduals ( “ DRMI ” ) referring to a Data Subject , a related party 

Healthcare Monitoring or a third party managing data attributes and data attribute 
Fitness devices combinations pertaining to a Data Subject or digital rights 
Eyewear management for de - identification ( “ DRMD ” ) comprised of 
Clothing a third party managing data attributes and data attribute 

Drones 65 combinations associated with one or more Data Subjects . In 
Private Wireless / Wired Networks one example , the extent to which information regarding the 
Crop Sensors data attributes , data attribute combinations , Data Subjects 
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and / or related parties may be made available to other parties with a DDID during and / or following the time period of 
may be controlled by embodiments of the present invention . association ) and / or DDIDs ; and 

In the examples of FIG . 1 and FIG . 1A , a plurality of users b . Key information pertaining to ( a ) Time Keys ( TKS ) 
59 , for example Data Subjects or service providers , utilize reflecting information regarding the time periods during 
devices such as smart devices 70 ( e.g. , wearable , mobile or 5 which each DDID was associated with a particular Data 
immobile smart devices ) , smartphones , tablets , notebooks , Subject , attribute , attribute combination , action , activity , 
desktop computers , wired or wireless devices , or other process or trait , ( b ) Association Keys ( AKS ) and / or ( c ) 
computing devices running a privacy client application 60 to Replacement Keys ( RKs ) ; Thereby allowing the TDRs to be 
access a network 72 such as the Internet . As shown in FIG . later re - associated with a particular attribute , attribute com 
1 and FIG . 1A , a system 80 is illustrated which is coupled 10 bination , action , activity , process , trait and / or associated 
with and in communication with the Internet or other public Data Subject . In addition , the maintenance module may 
or private network , and the system may include a privacy perform further analysis and processing of attributes , or 
server 50 securely coupled with one or more databases 82 . attribute combinations in a secure environment . 
In one example , the privacy server 50 may be implemented An access log module 54 that may include collecting and 
using computer program modules , code products , or mod- 15 storing information to enable post - incident forensic analysis 
ules running on a server or other computing device . The one in the event of system error and / or misuse . 
or more databases 82 may be implemented using any A verification module 55 that may include validating and 
conventional database technology , including technology that verifying the integrity of aggregated data profiles including 
securely stores data ( such as through encryption ) in redun- data attributes , attribute combinations , DDIDs , and TDRs at 
dant locations such as but not limited to RAID storage 20 any point in time . 
devices , network attached storage , or any other conventional As described herein , embodiments of the present inven 
databases . tion are directed to promoting privacy , anonymity , security , 

In one example , the privacy server 50 implements one or and accuracy in relation to electronic data and network 
more of the operations , processes , functions or process steps communication , analysis and / or research . In one example , 
described herein , and the privacy server 50 may include or 25 data elements pertaining to Data Subjects , actions , activities , 
be configured to include other operations , functions or processes or traits may be abstracted by linking data ele 
process steps as desired depending upon the particular ments pertaining to the Data Subject , action , activity , pro 
implementation of the invention , including but not limited to cess or trait to independent attributes or dependent attributes 
the following processes , operations or functions performed and / or separating data elements pertaining to the Data 
by the indicated modules : 30 Subject , action , activity , process or trait into independent 
An authentication module 51 that may provide for both attributes or dependent attributes . For purposes of this 

internal and external authentication including the following disclosure , a data attribute may refer to any data element that 
processes : can be used , independently or in combination with other data 

a . Internal authentication of privacy client 60 requests for elements , to identify a Data Subject , such as a person , place 
TDRs , and privacy server 50 generation of TDRs . 35 or thing , and / or associated actions , activities , processes or 

b . External authentication before allowing participation in traits . 
desired actions , activities , or processes and use of TDRs to As mentioned above , in addition to abstracting data that 
authenticate recipients as approved to receive Time Keys may be used to identify Data Subjects such as a person , place 
( TKS ) , Association Keys ( AKS ) and / or Replacement Keys or thing , the abstraction module 52 of FIG . 1 or FIG . 1A may 
( RKS ) as may be necessary to unlock contents of TDRs . 40 also be used to abstract data related to Data Subjects such as 

c . One example implementation of the authorization mod- things which may include , but are not limited to : physical or 
ule may include allowing delegation of the ability to request virtual things and entities ; hardware or virtual devices ; 
generation of DDIDs and associated TDRs to other parties software applications ; legal entities ; objects ; images ; audio 
authorized by the controlling entity . or video information ; sensory information ; multimedia 
An abstraction module 52 that may provide internal and 45 information ; geo - location information ; privacy / anonymity 

external abstraction that may include one or more of the information ; security information ; electronic messaging 
following processes : information including senders and receivers , message con 

a . Selecting DDIDs by means of generating unique tent , hyperlinks in messages , embedded content in mes 
DDIDs or accepting or modifying temporally unique , sages , and information relating to the devices and servers 
dynamically changing values to serve as DDIDs . 50 involved in sending and receiving the messages ; social 

b . Associating DDIDs with data attributes or attribute media and electronic forums ; online websites and blogs ; 
combinations to form TDRs for given Data Subjects , RFID ( radio frequency identification ) ; tracking information ; 
actions , activities , processes or traits . tax information ; educational information ; identifiers related 

c . Including only a portion of relevant data attributes in to military , national defense , or other government entity 
TDRs thereby disassociating the data attributes pertaining to 55 programs ; virtual reality information ; massively multiplayer 
a Data Subject and / or relevant for a given action , activity , online role - playing games ( i.e. , MMORPGs ) ; medical infor 
process or trait . mation ; biometric data ; behavior metric information ; genetic 

d . Replacing one or more of data attributes contained in information , data referring to the physical or virtual location 
one or more TDRs with DDIDs . of other data ; and instantiations or representations of data or 

e . Replacing with DDIDs one or more references to 60 information . 
external networks , internets , intranets , and / or computing The systems , methods and devices described herein may 
devices that may be integrated , or communicate , with one or be used in one example to provide digital rights management 
more embodiments of the present invention . for an individual ( DRMI ) and / or digital rights management 
A maintenance module 53 that may store : for de - identification ( DRMD ) . Digital rights management 
a . TDR information pertaining to Data Subjects , actions , 65 for an individual may comprise individual directed privacy / 

activities , processes or traits , “ Pertinent Data ” ( defined as anonymity wherein a related party manages data attributes 
data initially associated with a DDID and / or data aggregated pertaining to one or more related parties . In this situation , the 
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related party would serve as the controlling entity . Alterna- the context of data attributes that are photos including facial 
tively , a third party may manage data attributes pertaining to images and characteristics of Data Subjects . 
one or more related parties thereby comprising entity In some embodiments , the systems , methods and devices 
directed privacy / anonymity . In this situation , the third party disclosed herein can be configured to distinguish between 
would serve as the controlling entity . Digital rights manage- 5 the status of parties as registered / authorized versus nonreg 
ment for de - identification also comprises entity directed istered / unauthorized visitors to a website or other electronic 
privacy / anonymity , wherein a third party manages data image - sharing application containing a data attribute . A 
attributes associated with data attributes associated with distinction may also be made between registered / authorized 
related parties , and controls the extent to which information visitors to a website or other photo sharing application 
regarding the data attributes and / or related parties is made 10 containing data attributes pertaining to contacts / friends of a 
available to other parties . Data Subject or related party versus not contacts / friends of 

The systems , methods and devices disclosed herein may a Data Subject or related party depending on the status of a 
be used to provide DRMI such that one or more related party . In one example , a system of the present invention may 
parties , directly or indirectly , may manage their online control whether any image data attribute is presented con 
digital fingerprint of data . The related parties may also 15 taining facial features . If an image data attribute is presented 
control the extent to which information pertaining to data containing facial features , the system may further control 
attributes , Data Subjects or one or more related parties is and limit unauthorized use and copying of photos that can 
made available to third parties , such that the information and lead to unintended secondary uses through additional pro 
data may be made available in an anonymous , non - re- tection techniques . In addition , some embodiments of the 
identifiable manner . The systems , methods and devices 20 present invention may provide Data Subjects , related parties 
provide a dynamically changing environment in which and controlling entities with the ability to designate which 
related parties may want to share data at one moment but not additional parties and for which specific purposes the image 
at the next moment . This is done with the understanding that data attribute may be presented at all . If the data attribute is 
the time intervals , specific receiving entities , physical or presented , the Data Subjects , related parties or controlling 
virtual whereabouts , or other mechanisms that trigger 25 entities may designate whether the image makes use of 
changes in the data to be shared may be dynamic in nature . known protection techniques aimed at limiting unauthorized 
Implementing DRMI enables non re - identifiable anonymity , use and copying of photos , thereby preventing or reducing 
and may allow for different information pertaining to data the risk of unintended secondary uses of the image . 
attributes , Data Subjects and related parties to be shared for DRMI may enable Data Subjects and related parties , 
different purposes on a dynamically changing , time and / or 30 directly or indirectly , to manage photos containing facial 
place sensitive , case - by - case basis . Particular needs with images and control the extent to which photos pertaining to 
respect to information pertaining to data attributes , Data the related parties are made available to third parties in an 
Subjects or related parties at specific times and places may identifiable , non - identifiable , reproducible or non - reproduc 
be accommodated without revealing additional , unnecessary ible manner . 
information , unless such revealing is authorized by the 35 An example of a potential implementation of the present 
controlling entity . Additional , unnecessary information may invention may involve use of DRMI by a provider of 
be , for example , the true identity of the Data Subject or wearable , implantable , embeddable , or otherwise connect 
related party , mailing addresses , email addresses , previous able computing technology / devices to mitigate potential 
online actions , or any other information not necessary for public concern over information obtained and / or processed 
unrelated party with respect to a specific action , activity , 40 using the technology / device . For example , GOOGLE® 
process or trait with respect to a Data Subject or related could adopt DRMI to facilitate wider adoption of GOOGLE 
party . GLASS? by establishing a do - not - digitally - display - list 

The systems , methods and devices disclosed herein may ( analogous to the do - not - call - list maintained by the FTC to 
be used to provide DRMD such that entities may centrally limit undesired solicitation calls to individuals ) that enables 
manage the online digital fingerprint of information pertain- 45 Data Subjects or related parties to register to prohibit the 
ing to data attributes , Data Subjects and related parties for digital display of unauthorized photos taken using or dis 
which they are responsible ; and such entities may control the played by GOOGLE GLASS® . ( GOOGLE® and GOOGLE 
extent to which information is made available to other GLASS® are trademarks of Google , Inc. ) 
parties in a non - re - identifiable versus identifiable manner . DRMI provided by one example of the present invention 
This allows the entity to satisfy de - identification objectives 50 may further provide a Data Subject or related party who is 
and / or obligations to comply with desires of Data Subjects , a member of the professional networking site LinkedIn.com 
related parties and regulatory protections and prohibitions . with a feature to manage the extent to which photos are 

Example implementations of some embodiments of the made available to third parties in an identifiable , non 
invention can be configured to provide DRMI and / or DRMD identifiable , reproducible or non - reproducible manner . 
capabilities with regard to data attributes comprised of 55 Access to , use of , and copying of photos containing facial 
images or video files revealing identifying facial character- images of a Data Subject or related party may be controlled 
istics are discussed below . A Data Subject or related party using , in one example , a three - tiered categorization schema : 
may benefit from others being able to make inferences about Category A treatment or status may apply to visitors to the 
identity based on unique facial characteristics of the Data LinkedIn.com website who are not registered / authorized 
Subject in an electronic image . However , the rapidly 60 members of LinkedIn.com . These visitors may be provided 
expanding commercial availability and use of facial recog- no means to view or copy photos containing facial images of 
nition technologies combined with the growing availability registered / authorized LinkedIn® ( LinkedIn® is a trademark 
of electronic images pose issues with regard to privacy / of LinkedIn Corporation . ) members . Instead , they may be 
anonymity and security of Data Subjects and related parties . served via their web browser , mobile application or other 
In one example , privacy / anonymity and security can be 65 application a graphic , image , indicator or avatar that indi 
safeguarded using one or more aspects of the present dis- cates photos are available only to registered / authorized users 
closures , with respect to Data Subjects and related parties , in of the LinkedIn.com website . 

an 
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Category B treatment or status may apply to registered / party on all versions of the photo except those as explicitly 
authorized members of LinkedIn.com who are not authen- authorized by the Data Subject or related party . 
ticated contacts of a registered / authorized member of In one example of the present invention , the authentica 
LinkedIn.com . By using additional protection techniques tion module can be configured so that decisions as to who 
aimed at limiting unauthorized use and copying of photos 5 sees what information are determined by a controlling entity 
that can lead to unintended secondary uses , these registered / on a configurable basis . In one example , the configurable 
authorized members may be provided with limited means to control may include automatic and / or manual decisions and 
view or copy photos containing facial images of LinkedIn updates made on a timely , case - by - case manner by providing 
member with regard to whom they are not an authenticated each controlling entity with the ability to dynamically 
contact . These additional protection techniques may include 10 change the composition of information comprised of data 
but are not limited to : attributes at any time . The enhanced customization achieved 

1. Tiling to divide an image into smaller image tiles that by dynamically changing the composition of data attributes 
will appear as a continuous image but are limited to leads to greater relevancy and accuracy of information 
only one tile piece at a time with respect to any entity offered pertaining to a data attribute and / or related party . As 
endeavoring to copy the image ; 15 disclosed herein , use of DDIDs as a component of privacy , 

2. Employing image watermarking techniques ; anonymity and security enables each recipient entity receiv 
3. Hiding layers to place an image containing facial ing information to receive different information as appro 

characteristics behind a transparent foreground image ; priate for each particular purpose , thereby fostering the 
4. Providing images without a color profile or palette ; distribution of fresh , timely and highly relevant and accurate 
5. Preventing downloads through table instructions that 20 information , as opposed to stale , time burdened , less accu 

disable ‘ right click'copying or use of images ; rate accretive data such as provided via conventional per 
6. Preventing downloads through JavaScript technology sistent or static identifiers or other mechanisms . 

that disables ‘ right click ” copying or use capabilities FIG . 1 and FIG . 1A also illustrate various examples of 
images ; privacy clients 60 operating on user devices 70 such as 

7. Preventing downloads through Flash technology that 25 computers , smartphones or other wired or wireless devices , 
disables “ right click ” copying or use capabilities wherein the user devices may communicate with the privacy 

server 50 over a network 72 such as the Internet or other 
8. Hiding images by URL encoding techniques images ; public or private network . 
9. Using META tags to prevent images containing facial In one example , a privacy client component of the present 

features from being indexed by search engine spiders , 30 disclosure may be resident on a mobile device . The privacy 
robots or bots images ; and client may be provided as part of a mobile application or 

10. Using Robot.txt files to prevent images containing operating system running on the mobile device , or may be 
facial features from being indexed by search engine configured as a hardware device , integrated circuit or chip of 
spiders , robots or bots images . a mobile device . Mobile devices implementing one or more 

Category C treatment or status may apply to registered / 35 aspects of the present disclosure may possess real - time 
authorized members of LinkedIn.com who are also authen- knowledge of location , activity and / or behavior with respect 
ticated contacts of another registered / authorized member of to Data Subjects and / or related parties pertaining to the 
LinkedIn.com . These registered / authorized members may device . The mobile device may also transmit , receive and 
be provided with full means to view or copy photos con- process information with other devices and information 
taining facial images of the other LinkedIn® member . 40 sources . Mobile applications interacting with the privacy 
DRMD may be provided by some example of the present client may provide the controlling entity with control over 

invention such that entities can centrally manage photo data both the timing and level of participation in location and 
attributes containing facial images for which they are time sensitive applications , and the degree to which infor 
responsible and can control the extent to which the photo mation is shared with third parties in an anonymous — rather 
data attributes are made available to other parties in an 45 than personally identifiable manner . Mobile devices 
identifiable , non - identifiable , reproducible or non - reproduc- implementing one or more aspects of the present disclosure 
ible manner . may also leverage the unique capabilities of mobile devices 
One example of a potential implementation of the present to aggregate a user's personal preference information gath 

invention may involve use of a system providing DRMD by ered from across a variety of unrelated and disparate sources 
a controlling entity that leverages known facial image rec- 50 ( whether they be mobile devices , more traditional computer 
ognition capabilities to limit disclosure of elements by systems or a combination of both ) and only with the users ' 
parties who are not authorized by a Data Subject or related approval - share a user's information ( on an anonymous or 
party of a photo data attribute which contains recognizable personalized basis ) with vendors to facilitate time- and / or 
facial elements of said registered / authorized Data Subject or location - sensitive personalized commercial opportunities . 
related party to view the facial elements . Rather , a party who 55 As may now be understood more clearly , users may deter 
tries to upload , use or view a photo that includes facial mine whether the benefits of such time- and / or location 
elements of a registered / authorized Data Subject or related sensitive personalized commercial opportunities justify 
party whose facial characteristics are registered with the identifying themselves in connection with the transactions . 
DRMD system , but which party has not been authorized by For example , without embodiment of the invention , static 
the registered / authorized Data Subject or related party , may 60 identifiers conventionally associated with a mobile device 
see and be able to use only a modified version of the photo may enable mobile application providers and other third 
altered by the DRMD system to block out or ‘ de - tag the parties to aggregate information pertaining to use of the 
recognizable facial elements of the registered / authorized mobile device ; and by aggregating the data on use of the 
Data Subject or related party . For example , a picture taken mobile device , application providers and other third parties 
at a public bar that includes the face of a Data Subject or 65 may obtain information which may include but not be 
related party registered with a system providing DRMD may limited to information related to the device user's frequent 
be modified to block out or ' de - tag ' the face of the related physical locations , calling habits , content preferences , and 
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online transactions that they could not obtain through data computer hardware , firmware or software resident on one or 
from any one time interaction with the device user . Through more computing devices 70 or resident on and accessible via 
the use of some embodiments of the present invention , a network device send requests / queries to , and receive 
application providers and other third parties would be pre- services / responses from , one or more computing devices 
vented from aggregating information pertaining to use of a 5 that act as privacy servers 50. Privacy client computing 
mobile device by Data Subjects and related parties ; and devices 70 may comprise smart devices ( i.e. , wearable , 
some embodiments of the present invention may be config- movable or immovable smart devices ) , smartphones , tablets , 
ured to provide a mobile device with use mobile applications notebook computers , desktop computers , or other comput 
requiring access to geolocation information ( e.g. , direction ing devices with programs that ( i ) enable requests for 
or map applications ) , without revealing the identity of the 10 services from , and / or submission of queries to , privacy 
mobile device , Data Subject or related party by means of servers , ( ii ) provide user interface capabilities , ( iii ) provide 
dynamically created , changeable and re - assignable DDIDs application processing capabilities , and / or ( iv ) offer local 
described herein ; rather than conventional static identifiers . ized storage and memory . Privacy server 50 computing 

In one example , embodiments of the present invention devices may comprise large personal computers , minicom 
may be configured to provide enhanced privacy , anonymity , 15 puters , mainframe computers or other computing devices 
security and accuracy over persistent and / or static identifi- with programs that ( i ) respond to requests for services / 
ers , and by leveraging DDIDs rather than aggregate on a queries from privacy clients , ( ii ) provide centralized or 
static identifier ; thereby , embodiments of the present inven- decentralized administration of the system , ( iii ) provide 
tion can provide a solution to online digital fingerprints high - volume application processing capabilities , and / or ( iv ) 
being left across networks and internets . As a result , embodi- 20 offer high - volume storage and memory capabilities inte 
ments of the present invention may provide a controlling grated with one or more databases . Privacy servers 50 may 
entity with the ability to decide who sees what data , prevent also be configured to perform one or more of the operations 
data aggregators from understanding data connections per- or features described herein . Communications capabilities 
taining to a Data Subject or related party without the between and among privacy servers and privacy clients may 
controlling entity's permission , and provide control to the 25 be comprised of computer networks , internets , intranets , 
controlling entity over upstream and / or downstream dis- public and private networks or communication channels , 
semination of information . and supporting technologies . 

In one example of the present invention , continued access Referring to FIG . 1 and FIG . 1A , another potential 
may be provided for the benefits of big data analytics by embodiment of the present invention may comprise a com 
using DDIDs to provide multiple protective levels of 30 puter network in which one or more remote privacy clients 
abstraction . Systems , methods and devices embodying some 60 comprised of computer hardware , firmware or software 
aspects of the present invention also do not suffer from the resident on one or more computing devices 70 or resident on 
fundamental flaws of Do - Not - Track and other initiatives that and accessible via a network device - send requests / queries to 
eliminate access to the data required for effective big data and receive services / responses from , one or more computing 
analytics and that are inconsistent with economic models 35 devices that act as privacy servers 50 wherein said privacy 
offering free or discounted products or services in return for servers 50 may transmit via the Internet , internets , intranets 
information . Do - Not - Track is a technology and policy pro- or other networks electronic information to cards , mobile , 
posal that enables Data Subjects or related parties to opt out wearable and / or other portable devices that may include 
of certain tracking by websites and third party data collect- means of electronically receiving and storing information , 
ing entities as they are online , including analytics services , 40 wherein said cards , mobile , wearable and / or other portable 
advertising networks , and social platforms . Although Do- devices contain information pertaining to data attributes 
Not - Track provides Data Subjects and related parties with and / or DDIDs until such time , if any , as said information 
enhanced privacy , anonymity and security , it denies them the pertaining to data attributes and / or DDIDs is modified by 
benefits of receiving customized , personally relevant offer- said privacy servers . 
ings while online through big data analytics . This impacts 45 The privacy servers and privacy clients may implement 
the economic benefits that big data analytics provides to modules including program code that carry out one or more 
merchants , service providers , and Data Subjects or related steps or operations of the processes and / or features 
parties themselves . described herein . The program code may be stored on a 

In contrast , some embodiments of the present invention computer readable medium , accessible by a processor of the 
may have a net neutral to positive revenue impact ( versus the 50 privacy server or privacy client . The computer readable 
net negative revenue impact of Do - Not - Track initiatives ) , medium may be volatile or non - volatile , and may be remov 
because with some embodiments of the present invention , a able or non - removable . The computer readable medium may 
controlling entity may include data attributes in TDRs that be , but is not limited to , RAM , ROM , solid state memory 
enable recipient entities to use existing tracking technology technology , Erasable Programmable ROM ( “ EPROM ” ) , 
to track TDRs for the duration of their existence . The 55 Electrically Erasable Programmable ROM ( “ EEPROM ” ) , 
controlling entity may also include information that is more CD - ROM , DVD , magnetic cassettes , magnetic tape , mag 
accurate than available via tracking alone to facilitate per- netic disk storage , other magnetic or optical storage devices , 
sonalization and customization . For example , a controlling or any other conventional storage technique or storage 
entity may elect to include certain data with regard to past device . 
browsing sessions on a website in the attribute combinations 60 Privacy servers and associated databases may store infor 
pertaining to a Data Subject or related party that are sent via mation pertaining to TDRs , time periods / stamps , DDIDs , 
a privacy client to that website , augmented with other attributes , attribute combinations , Data Subjects , related 
specific more up - to - date information beneficial to both the parties , associated profiles and other related information . 
website and the Data Subject or related party . Privacy servers and associated databases may be managed 

Referring to FIG . 1 and FIG . 1A , one embodiment of the 65 by and accessible to the controlling entity , but , in one 
present invention may comprise a computer network 72 in example , not by other parties unless authorized by the 
which one or more remote privacy clients 60 comprised of controlling entity . In one example , an authentication module 
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of one or more privacy servers controls access to data a credit card issuer to conduct big data analytics on the 
through the TDRs . Privacy clients may request information purchasing information . However , the database need not 
from privacy servers necessary to perform desired actions , include identifying information for the users of the credit 
activities , processes or traits and / or query privacy servers cards . Identifying information for the users of the credit 
whether TDRs are authorized to participate with respect to 5 cards could be represented in this first database by DDIDs , 
a requested action , activity , process or trait at a particular and the Replacement Keys ( RKS ) necessary to associate the 
time and / or place . Privacy clients may also aggregate data DDIDs with the users could be stored in a separate secure 
with respect to actions , activities , processes or traits in database accessible to a privacy server and / or system mod 
which TDRs associated with the privacy client engage , such ules . In this manner , the system may help protect the identity 
as tracking data , obviating the need to return to the database 10 of credit card users and limit potential financial loss in the 
for data extrapolation . Insights gleaned by other parties may event of unauthorized entry into the first database containing 
become part of a TDR for its duration , in one example . credit card purchasing information because the DDIDs and 

In one example implementation of the invention , the related information would not be decipherable to unauthor 
abstraction module 52 is configured such that a controlling ized parties . 
entity ( which may be the Data Subject or a related party ) 15 In addition , in one example of the present invention , 
links data pertaining to a Data Subject to attributes and / or real - time or batch analysis of data from mobile / wearable / 
separates data pertaining to a Data Subject into attributes portable devices can be performed in a manner that would be 
that can be divided , combined , rearranged , or added into beneficial to receiving entities , such as merchants or service 
various attribute combinations . These combinations may providers , without sacrificing the privacy / anonymity of the 
contain any combination of attributes or previously created 20 users of the mobile / wearable / portable devices . Each user 
attribute combinations associated with the Data Subject . may be considered a related party to the mobile / wearable / 

In this example with regard to each intended action , portable device in question as well as the Data Subject 
activity , process or trait involving the privacy server , the associated with the device itself or use of the device . In 
abstraction module in one example enables the controlling return for special offers or other concessions proffered by 
entity to limit the degree of identifying information trans- 25 receiving entities , users of the mobile / wearable / portable 
mitted or stored by selecting from among the attributes only devices could elect to have non - identifying TDRs shared in 
those that are necessary with respect to a desired action , an anonymous fashion based on the users ' real - time loca 
activity , process or trait and linking those data attributes to tion , real - time activities , or during a particular temporal 
one or more attribute combinations and / or separating those period , e.g. , with receiving entities that are located within a 
data attributes into one or more attribute combinations . The 30 prescribed distance of a particular geographic location ( e.g. , 
controlling entity may then use the abstraction module to 1 mile , 1000 feet , 20 feet , or other distance depending upon 
dynamically create and / or assign a DDID to form a TDR for the implementation ) or within a prescribed category ( e.g. , 
each attribute combination . The DDID may be configured to jewelry , clothes , restaurant , okstore , or other establish 
expire after preset delays or cues , and may be re - used for ment ) with respect to the location of the mobile / wearable ! 
data associated with another action , activity , process or trait 35 portable device . In this manner , receiving entities could have 
and / or other Data Subjects or related parties , thereby leaving an accurate aggregated view of the demographics of their 
no precise trail of association outside of the privacy server . potential customer base — in terms of age , gender , income , 
In one example , before assigning or accepting a DDID to and other features . These demographics may be revealed by 
form a TDR , the abstraction module may verify that the TDRs shared by the mobile / wearable / portable device users 
DDID is not actively being used in another TDR . In order to 40 at different locations , times of the day and days of the week 
make this verification , an additional buffer timeout period that may help receiving parties more effectively determine 
may be included to address potential outages and system what services , desired inventory and other sales , supply 
down time . The greater the number of data attributes and chain , or inventory - related activities to offer with regard to 
associated TDRs generated with respect to a desired action , related parties . In one example , Data Subjects and related 
activity , process , or trait , the greater the privacy , anonymity , 45 parties , which may be the users of the mobile / wearable / 
and security achieved . In this situation , an unauthorized portable devices , would benefit from special arrangements 
party gaining access to one of the TDRs would gain access or offers without ever having to reveal their personal infor 
to only that information contained in the TDR . In one mation to the receiving entities ( who would simply know 
example , the information in a single TDR may be only a that a Data Subject or related party was registered , but would 
fraction of the attributes necessary with respect to the 50 not know what specific information to associate with any 
desired action , activity , process , or trait , and further does not particular Data Subject or related party ) unless and only to 
provide the information necessary to determine other TDRs the extent desired by the Data Subject or related party . 
containing necessary attributes , or to determine any Data In one example implementation of the invention , the 
Subjects and / or related parties that may be associated with authorization module can provide the controlling entity with 
the TDRs . 55 control over which other entities may be provided access to , 

In one example , the creation of TDRs by means of the or use of , TDR information . The controlling entity may 
abstraction module may be based on one or more processes further use the abstraction module to control the degree to 
that match prescribed steps necessary to describe or perform which the other entities have access to specific elements of 
different actions , activities or processes with specified cat- information contained in the system . For example , a mobile / 
egories of attributes associated with the steps , and selecting 60 wearable / portable platform provider serving as the control 
or combining those attributes necessary with respect to the ling entity may provide performance data to a mobile / 
particular action , activity , process or trait . The process of wearable / portable device manufacturer without having to 
creating TDRs by means of the abstraction module may be reveal the identity of the device , Data Subject or related 
performed directly by the controlling entity or indirectly by party user or location of the device , Data Subject or related 
one or more parties authorized by the controlling entity . 65 party user . The mobile / wearable / portable platform provider 

For example , a first database containing credit card pur- may also provide a mobile / wearable / portable application 
chasing information may include information necessary for provider with geolocation data necessary for a mobile / 
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wearable / portable device to use a mapping or other appli- time , the DDID assigned to the attribute combinations may 
cation without having to reveal the identity of the device , be reassigned with respect to other actions , activities , pro 
Data Subject or related party user . Conversely , the mobile / cesses or traits , or Data Subjects to continue obfuscation of 
wearable / portable platform provider may use the system to data relationships , in one example . 
provide an emergency 911 system with location and identity 5 Other implementations of the invention are contemplated 
data pertaining to the device as well as the Data Subject or herein , including various systems and devices . In one 
related party user of the device . One example implementa- embodiment , disclosed herein is a system for improving 
tion of the authorization module may include allowing electronic data security . In one example , the system may 
delegation of the ability to request generation of DDIDs and include an abstraction module configured to dynamically 
associated TDRs to other parties authorized by the control- 10 associate at least one attribute with at least one Data Subject ; 
ling entity . an abstraction module configured to generate DDIDs or 

According to one example implementation of the present accept or modify temporally unique , dynamically changing 
invention , receiving entities could use information regarding values to serve as DDIDs , and further configured to asso 
mobile / wearable / portable device related parties to custom- ciate DDID with the at least one Data Subject ; a mainte 
ize user experiences or opportunities at locations where 15 nance module configured to track activity related to the 
related parties gather , without requiring that personal iden- DDIDs , and configured to associate any additional DDIDs , 
tifying information be revealed . For example , a band that tracked activity , and time periods during which a DDID is 
plays both country - western and gospel music could , in used for conducting the tracked activity by means of time 
real - time or near real - time , determine that the majority of keys ( TKs ) or otherwise . In one example , the abstraction 
related parties attending the concert preferred gospel music 20 module is configured to add or delete attributes associated 
and adjust their song selection for the concert accordingly by with the at least one Data Subject , and the abstraction 
receiving TDRs related to the Data Subjects or related module may be configured to modify attributes already 
parties that are concert attendees . Similarly , in stores using associated with the at least one Data Subject . 
video screens to display merchandise or special offers , store In another implementation , disclosed herein is a device 
management could know in real time when they have a large 25 for conducting secure , private , anonymous activity over a 
presence of customers of a particular demographic in the network . In one example , the device may include a proces 
store by receiving and analyzing TDRs associated with Data sor configured to execute program modules , wherein the 
Subjects or related parties that are customers from clients in program modules include at least a privacy client module ; a 
mobile / wearable / portable devices . The store could then play memory connected to the processor ; and a communication 
videos targeted to that particular demographic , and change 30 interface for receiving data over a network ; wherein the 
the videos throughout the day in response to changes in the privacy client that may reside on a Data Subject device , on 
demographics of Data Subjects or related parties as com- a service provider device , accessible via and reside in a 
municated the store system via clients in mobile / wear- cloud network , or reside on the same computing device as 
able / portable devices . The demographics obtained from the privacy server is configured to receive TDRs including 
information in the TDRs may include , but are not limited to , 35 DDIDs and associated data attributes necessary for conduct 
age , gender , or level income of Data Subjects or related ing the activity over the network from a privacy server . In 
parties . Similarly , in retail stores using real - time geolocation one example , the privacy client may be further configured to 
to identify a given customer's specific location in the store , capture activity conducted using the device , and to relate the 
special discounts or offers could be made to a customer that conducted activity to the TDRs . In another example , the 
is a Data Subject or related party via their mobile phone , 40 privacy client may be configured to transmit the captured 
tablet or wearable device by receiving and analyzing TDRS activity and TDRs to the privacy server . The privacy client 
associated with the Data Subject or related party's personal may reside on a mobile device as a mobile application , in 
tastes , brand preferences and product buying preferences , one example . The privacy client may reside in , and be 
where such TDRs would also include exogenous informa- accessible via , a network as a cloud based application , in 
tion added in real - time based on the products available to 45 another example . The privacy client may reside on the same 
that Data Subject or related party at the location in the store computing device ( s ) on which the privacy server ( s ) resides 
at which they are present . as a local application , in another example . 

In one example implementation of the invention , the In another example , the device may also include a geo 
abstraction module of the privacy server assigns DDIDs to location module , wherein the TDRs are modified with 
attribute combinations necessary to fulfill requests by and / or 50 information from the geolocation module , and wherein the 
queries from privacy clients that may reside in numerous TDRs restrict access to information regarding the identity of 
locations including but not limited to on Data Subject the device . The device may also include a user interface 
devices , on service provider devices , accessible via and configured to allow a user to modify the TDRs , including 
reside in a cloud network , or reside on the same computing options to change the DDID or data attributes associated 
device as the privacy server thereby creating TDRs for the 55 with a particular TDR . The user interface may include 
period of the association between the DDID and the desired selectable options for sharing the TDRs only with other 
attribute combinations . The TDR in a privacy client may network devices with a predetermined physical , virtual or 
interact freely with a recipient entity for the configured time , logical proximity to the mobile device . 
action , activity , process or trait . Once a period of interaction In another example , the device may receive , in response 
with a designated recipient entity is completed , the privacy 60 to TDRs , targeted advertising or marketing information 
client may in one example return the TDR augmented by based on the physical , virtual , or logical location of the 
attribute combinations pertinent to activity of the privacy device ; wherein the TDRs include demographic information 
client to the privacy servers and associated databases . The related to a user of the device , and further comprising 
privacy server may then associate various attribute combi- receiving targeted advertising or marketing information 
nations back with particular Data Subjects , as well as update 65 based on demographic information . In another example , the 
and store the attribute combinations in the aggregated data TDRs may include information related to purchase transac 
profile for the Data Subject in the secure database ( s ) . At this tions made or desired to be made using the device , and 
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further comprising receiving targeted advertising or market- criteria . As may be appreciated , DDIDs separate data from 
ing information based on previous or desired purchase context because , external to the system , there is no discern 
transactions . able relationship between Pertinent Data , the identity of a 

In another implementation of the invention , disclosed Data Subject or related party or Context Data associated 
herein is a system for providing electronic data privacy and 5 with different DDIDs and / or TDRs . Internal to the system , 
anonymity . In one example , the system may include at least relationship information is maintained for use as authorized 
one user device having a first privacy client operating on the by Data Subjects and trusted parties / proxies . 
user device ; at least one service provider device having a FIG . 1C - 1 represents the concept of a Circle of Trust 
second privacy client operating on the service provider ( COT ) from the perspective of a trusted party or trusted 
device ; and at least one privacy server coupled to the 10 proxy indicated in FIG . 1C - 1 as “ Trusted Proxy ” and 
network , the privacy server communicating with the first referred to herein as “ Trusted Proxy " and / or “ Trusted 
and second privacy clients ; wherein the privacy server Party . ” ) Note first that the Data Subject is included on the 
includes an abstraction module that electronically links Data diagram at the bottom left . Diagrams of most current data 
Subjects to data attributes and attribute combinations and use systems do not include Data Subjects since participation 
separates data into data attributes and attribute combina- 15 by Data Subjects generally takes the form of a binary 
tions , and the abstraction module associates a DDID with the decision whether to agree to “ take - it - or - leave - it ” online 
data attributes and attribute combinations . In one example , terms and conditions using the traditional “ notice and con 
the privacy server may include an authentication module sent ” model . After that initial point , the Data Subject typi 
that generates one or more of said DDIDs . In another cally loses all power to affect what happens to their data 
example , the privacy server may include a maintenance 20 since they are the product , not the customer . ” It is well 
module that stores a combination of the DDIDs with their acknowledged that this is a broken model for the digital age 
associated data attributes and attribute combinations . In and provides few effective limitations on current or future 
another example , the privacy server may include a verifi- use of data . 
cation module that verifies the integrity of data attributes , It should be noted that there may be more than one 
attribute combinations , and DDIDs . In another example , the 25 Trusted Party working cooperatively in connection with a 
privacy server may include an access log module that single Circle of Trust and that Data Subjects may be par 
collects and stores information relating to the DDIDs and the ticipants in any number of Circles of Trust . Circles of Trust 
data attributes for use in one or more post - incident forensic can be implemented by means of a centralized or federated 
analysis in the event of an error . In one example , the DDID model for increased security . Arrows in FIG . 2 represent data 
expires after a predetermined time , and after expiration of 30 movement ; data inputs and outputs will contain different 
the DDID , the abstraction module assigns the DDID to information . 
another data attribute or Data Subject . FIG . 1C - 1 shows a data process flow for two potential 
FIG . 1B highlights some examples of how assignment , embodiments of the invention . In a first example embodi 

application , expiration and recycling of DDIDs may occur . ment of the invention , a user ( 1 ) may indicate that they are 
It should be noted that , in the context of potential imple- 35 interested in using the system to create data inputs regarding 
mentations of embodiments of the present invention , DDIDs a specific Data Subject , ( in this example , the user is the Data 
may exist forever but be reused for multiple Data Subjects , Subject ) by forming one or more TDRs ( each TDR may 
data attributes , attribute combinations , actions , activities , initially be comprised of a DDID intended to collect and 
processes and / or traits . While a DDID may be reused , two retain data attributes associated with activity involving the 
of the same DDIDs may not be used simultaneously unless 40 TDR or comprised of a DDID together with data attributes 
so desired and authorized by the controlling entity . Reas- or attribute combinations retrieved from the Data Subject's 
signment of DDIDs may be accomplished by utilizing aggregated data profile ) to participate , in this example 
existing capabilities of data collection and analysis to reas- embodiment , in the desired action of web browsing . Data 
sign DDIDs to similar attribute combinations or Data Sub- associated with web browsing engaged in by the one or more 
jects , or to distinctly different attribute combinations or Data 45 TDR may be tracked and collected by the system and 
Subjects . This reassignment enhances the privacy / anonym- transmitted to a controlling entity serving as a trusted party 
ity and security viability of the dynamically created and or trusted proxy ( 3 ) . The TDRs reflecting the tracked data 
changeable digital DDIDs . collected in connection with the web browsing would rep 
As indicated in FIG . 1B , the system may be configured resent output from web browsing which the controlling 

such that the assignment , expiration and / or recycling of any 50 entity serving as a trusted party may select to augment the 
given DDID may occur based on any one or more of the aggregated data profile of the user / Data Subject . In a second 
following factors : ( 1 ) change in the purpose for which a example embodiment of the invention , a user ( 2 ) may 
DDID ( and associated TDR ) was created , e.g. , association indicate that they are interested in using the system to create 
with a specific browsing sessions , Data Subject , transaction , a privatized / anonymized version of a data set that the user 
or other purpose ; ( 2 ) change in the physical location asso- 55 has which contains personal information about Data Sub 
ciated with a DDID ( and associated TDR ) , e.g. , upon exiting jects ( 1 ) . In this example , the data set of the user containing 
a physical location , upon arrival at a general physical personal information about Data Subjects may serve as input 
location , upon arrival at a specific physical location , upon to the system . The system may identify and track the data 
entering a physical location , or some other indicia of physi- values contained in the data set reflecting personal informa 
cal location ; ( 3 ) change in the virtual location associated 60 tion and the processing performed by the controlling entity 
with a DDID ( and associated TDR ) , e.g. , upon entering a serving as a trusted party or trusted proxy ( 3 ) may select said 
virtual location , upon changing a virtual location , upon personal information to be replaced with DDIDs that require 
exiting a virtual location , upon arrival at a specific page on access to one or more Replacement Keys ( RKs ) to re 
a website , upon arrival at a specific website , or some other identify the personal information about Data Subjects . In 
indicia of virtual location ; and / or ( 4 ) based on temporal 65 this example , the resulting modified data set would represent 
changes , e.g. , at randomized times , at predetermined times , output from the system containing dynamically changing 
at designated intervals , or some other temporally based DDIDs in lieu of personal information about Data Subjects . 
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In this manner , the RKs could be altered in the future so that 2. The CoT Trusted Party provides a DDID for the Data 
access to personal information about any one or more Data Subject . 
Subject may no longer be re - identified so the applicable 3. An application operated by the Trusted Party sends 
Data Subject ( s ) have the " right to be forgotten , ” i.e. , they back two sets of periodically - changing information 
can remove their digital traces from the Internet . ( one for GPS data , one for blood pressure levels ) , each 
As shown in the boxes labeled “ Privacy Policy ” and consisting of DDIDs , offsets ( to obscure blood pressure 

“ Authorization Request ” in FIG . 1C - 1 , data use may be level data and geographic position ) , and encryption 
managed by “ Users ” in accordance with permissions keys ; refreshed for each new time period . ( These are 
( “ PERMS " ) managed by trusted parties and / or proxies . also stored to a database for later use . ) 
“ Users ” may be the Data Subjects themselves who are the 4. The monitor application transmits two encrypted and 
subject of the data in question ( e.g. , users , consumers , obscured streams of data to a Dynamic Anonymity 
patients , etc. with respect to their own data for purposes controlled “ proxy ” application or network appliance 
hereof , “ Subject Users ” ) ; and / or third parties who are not the ( C ) within its corporate network . ( Here , both location 
subject of the data in question ( e.g. , vendors , merchants , and levels have a periodically changing offset applied 
healthcare providers , lawfully permitted governmental enti to them . ) 
ties , etc. for purposes hereof , “ Non Subject Users ” ) . 5. The “ proxy ” ( C ) uses the streams of data ( D & E ) from 
PERMs relate to allowable operations such as what data the Trusted Party ( containing only decryption keys ) to 

can be used by whom , for what purpose , what time period , convert the transmitted data into “ plaintext . ” The proxy 
etc. PERMS may also specify desired anonymization levels also hides the incoming IP address and provides 
such as when / where / how to use DDIDs in the context of stream ( s ) ( containing multiple Data Subjects ' informa 
providing anonymity for the identity and / or activities of a tion ) of DDIDs and obscured blood pressure level data 
Data Subject , when to use other privacy - enhancing tech- ( F ) or GPS locations ( G ) to the corresponding data 
niques in connection with , or in lieu of , DDIDs , when to bases ( H ) and ( I ) . 
provide identifying information to facilitate transactions , At each point in FIG . ID outside of the Circle of Trust 
etc. ( and outside the smartphone itself ) the patient's data is 

In a Data Subject implementation of the present invention protected ; no Personal Data ( PD ) is made available or ever 
( e.g. , DRMI ) , Subject Users may establish customized produced 
PERMS for use of their data by means of pre - set policies Transmissions to and from the Trusted Party ( 1 , 2 ) have 
( e.g. , Gold / Silver / Bronze — note that this is only an example , 30 no privacy / anonymity - harming Personal Data , nor is 
and that mathematically , this could be a discrete set of k any stored in the Trusted Party's database . 
choices or it could be represented by a value on a continuum Location and blood pressure levels ( 4 ) are transmitted 
between a lower- and an upper - bound ) that translate into separately ( intercepting any one eam reveals noth 
fine - grained dynamic permissions or alternatively could ing ) , keyed by DDIDs , and obscured so that even the 
select a “ Custom ” option to specify more detailed dynamic 35 data itself neither reveals nor contains anything , 
parameters . directly or indirectly , about the patient's true location or 

In a “ stewardship ” implementation of Dynamic Anonym blood pressure levels . 
ity ( DRMD ) , Non Subject Users may establish PERMs that The Dynamic Anonymity proxies ( C ) must be connected 
enable data use / access in compliance with applicable cor to the Trusted Party in order to decrypt the data 
porate , legislative and / or regulatory data use / privacy / ano- 40 ( preventing a man - in - the - middle attack ) . Each merges 
nymity requirements . multiple streams of data together , after decryption , so 

Within the CoT reflected in FIG . 1C - 1 based on PERMS , that the originating IP address cannot be associated 
business intelligence , data analysis and other processes may with its decrypted data . 
be performed by means of any combination or interpolation Once at rest , when residing in two separate databases ( H 
of I , D , T and / or X with regard to one or more Data Subjects , 45 and I ) , the blood pressure levels and location data each 
as shown in TABLE 3 below : have different sets of DDIDs , so that even the hosting 

company cannot draw any association between the two , 
TABLE 3 much less link each set of data to the Data Subject who 

produced it . 
“ I " D " “ T ” " X " 

FIG . 1E illustrates use of one embodiment of the inven 
Value of Assigned Time period of tion to assist in the task of choosing a location for a new 
Dynamic association between during T clinic to serve patients who are 20 to 30 years old with 

Subject De - Identifier sexually transmitted diseases ( STDs ) . One “ cleansed ” data 
set may show the incidence of STDs , aggregated by neigh 

FIG . 1C - 2 shows a Circle of Trust ( COT ) from a Data 55 borhood to protect privacy / anonymity . Another data set may 
Subject perspective . show how many patients reside in each neighborhood . But , 
FIG . ID illustrates a smartphone application that can even when these are aggregated , one cannot know exactly 

track both geolocation and blood pressure levels . Using how many identified cases of STDs fall into particular age 
Dynamic Anonymity , such a device could split data into two ranges . 
streams , each obscured such that either stream , if intercepted 60 Dynamic Anonymity alleviates this dilemma by support 
and / or compromised ( or even examined once stored ) , would ing two different modes of analysis . 
not reveal Personal Data ( PD ) without the addition of critical In cases where data must be exposed externally ( that is , 
information protected within the CoT . outside the CoT ) , Personal Data elements can be obscured or 
More particularly , FIG . 1D illustrates : encoded as DDIDs , with the resulting associations stored 
1. The blood pressure monitoring application ( A ) contacts 65 inside the CoT . Additionally , when required , the data ( or 

a Trusted Party within a Circle of Trust ( B ) requesting field ) type identifiers can also be obscured in a similar 
a DDID for the Data Subject patient . 
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Later , after analysis is performed , the results of that nates Personal Data that contributes nothing to the end result 
analysis can then ( when permitted ) be associated back with and that only serves to weaken privacy / anonymity without 
the original Data Subjects , field types , and values . any attendant benefit to any other party . By filtering out 

Another way Dynamic Anonymity enables lossless analy- irrelevant data , the analysis of which would otherwise 
sis is through the use of federated , anonymized queries , 5 consume time and resources , Dynamic Anonymity actually 
either among different Trusted Parties within a CoT , differ- increases the utility and value of the information received . 
ent data stores within the same Trusted Party , or between Personal Data is only produced temporarily , within the 
Trusted Parties and application developers whose data stores Circle of Trust managed by the Trusted Party ( the appropri 
reside outside the CoT . ate place for such information ) such as when the DDIDs 

Consider again the problem of choosing where to site a 10 are resolved . Such operations are transient and leave no 
clinic to serve patients who are between 20 and 30 years old lasting trace other than the intended query result , and could 
with STDs . The Dynamic Anonymity system improves upon also be confined to certain dedicated servers for increased 
existing techniques by allowing the target query to span security . The use of DDIDs in the context of Circles of Trust 
multiple data stores and dividing it up such that each avoids potential shortcomings of normal data analytics that 
participant does not know what purpose it serves , so there is 15 could generate discriminatory or even identifiable results . 
no risk of divulging PD . FIG . 1F illustrates use of one embodiment of the present 

In this scenario , the query for the number of patients who invention to enable a shoe manufacturer to send a coupon for 
are 20-30 years old with STDs within a set of ( sufficiently a new line of shoes to people who have recently performed 
large ) geographic areas is presented to numerous Trusted web searches related to the sport of running within a certain 
Parties within the Circle of Trust . This aggregate query is 20 city . In exchange for offering discounts on the shoes , the 
then broken down into several steps , such as : manufacturer wishes to receive qualified consumers ' email 

1. Find patients between 20-30 years of age in some broad and / or home addresses , and to send those who redeem the 
geographic area . coupon a survey to assess their satisfaction with the new 

2. Select only those with STDs . shoe . 
3. Select only those whose privacy / anonymity policies 25 Explanation : 

allow this level of analysis . 1. The manufacturer , outside the CoT , purchases a list of 
4. " Join ” those results to the home addresses of those matching DDIDs from a search engine . 

patients . 2. The DDIDs are submitted to one or more Trusted 
5. Aggregate these results by neighborhood , revealing Parties , accompanied by an offer letter and a policy 

only counts of patients . modification allowing access ( upon acceptance ) to 
The actions needed to satisfy this query could span Data Subjects ' email and / or home addresses . 

completely different data stores , in different organizations- 3. Each Trusted Party then forwards the offer letter to the 
nonetheless protected and facilitated by the Circle of Trust . Data Subjects matching those DDIDs ( provided they 
FIG . 1E shows the following processes : have opted - in to receiving such an offer ) . 
1. The prospective clinic owners send a query to a Trusted 35 4. If a Data Subject recipient accepts the offer , the 

Party , asking to find individuals who are between 20-30 recipient's policy is updated with ( perhaps temporally 
years old with STDs . limited ) permission for exposing their home and / or 

2. The Trusted Party contacts healthcare - related data e - mail addresses to the shoe company . 
stores to find individuals who are between 20-30 years 5. The shoe manufacturer , now part of the CoT , but only 
old with STDs . with respect to this specific offer and only in the most 

3. The healthcare - related data stores ( which store diag limited sense , then receives a list of e - mail and home 
noses by DDIDs rather than by identifiable keys ) find addresses of those who wish to receive the coupons . 
matching records . Note that this list is necessarily highly targeted and 

4. Matching DDIDs are then transmitted back to the accurate and therefore of maximum value to the shoe 
Trusted Party . manufacturer . This is precisely how the CoT , by 

5. The Trusted Party then resolves these DDIDs to unveil increasing privacy / anonymity , also increases value . 
identified individuals . The shoe manufacturer may be assured that all mailings 

6. The Trusted Party filters that list by those whose done this way will be sent to those with substantial 
privacy / anonymity policies allow this particular kind of interest in the manufacturers ' offer . 
query . FIG . 16 builds upon the prior example in FIG . 1D where 

7. The CoT then uses a database of their addresses to a GPS - enabled blood pressure monitor securely stored 
aggregate counts ( or incidence frequency , if the query patients ' locations and blood pressure levels via Dynamic 
is incomplete ) by neighborhood , producing the desired Anonymity . Dynamic Anonymity may be leveraged to : 
result . 1. Avoid imposition of HIPAA data handling obligations 

In this scenario , companies operating healthcare - related 55 on business associates involved in data processing flows if 
databases do not need to know ( or divulge ) the identity , data in their possession does not constitute Personal Data 
location , or other potentially identifiable information of the ( PD ) . 2. Ensure that access to , and use of the data , by the 
patients whose data they possess . The records they possess physician satisfies HIPAA obligations . 
are keyed by DDID , and also potentially obscured , so that no Note that the following scenario assumes that both a Data 
Personal Data is generated when performing the specified 60 Subject patient and his / her physician have accounts inside 
query , nor when transmitting results . the Circle of Trust . 

Note that the party posing the query does not have access Explanation : 
to this information . Their only interaction with the CoT 1. The monitoring application cooperates with the 
consists of posing a question and receiving a high - level , patient's Trusted Party to allow the patient to update 
aggregated , non - PD result . Note that not having access to 65 his / her privacy / anonymity policy rules so that his / her 
this information in no way affects the quality , accuracy or physician can now access his / her blood pressure levels 
precision of the end result . Dynamic Anonymity thus elimi- ( but not his / her GPS location data ) . Note that this grant 
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can be temporary ( analogous to the temporally limited de - identified data can be disclosed . In addition to statutorily 
nature of photographs that can be shared with defined categories ( e.g. , name , address , social security num 
Snapchat — the grant expires after a period of time ) or ber , mother's maiden name , etc. ) , FERPA defines PII to also 
ongoing include “ ... other information that , alone or in combination , 

2. The physician ( via his / her web browser ) browses to the 5 is linked or linkable to a specific student that would allow a 
blood pressure monitor's web site , which launches a reasonable person in the school community , who does not 
JavaScript - based blood pressure level viewer applica- have personal knowledge of the relevant circumstances , to 
tion which thus runs in the physician's browser , and not identify the student with reasonable certainty . ” The ability of 
on the monitor company's servers ( i.e. , that the stitch- Dynamic Anonymity to obfuscate connections between each 
ing together of data necessary to make it personally 10 of the Data Subjects and the data elements in a controlled 
identifiable is done via the Trusted Party server which manner by means of an Anonos - enabled Circle of Trust 
is itself trusted — see steps 4 and 5 below ) . ( COT ) , as visually depicted in 1H - B , enables educational 

3. The blood pressure - level viewing application asks the related data to be used without disclosing PII . 
physician to log in via her Trusted Party ( similar to the FIG . 11 shows an example of a process to perform 
way many applications allow you to authenticate using 15 Disassociation Level Determination ( DLD ) and create an 
a FACEBOOK® or GOOGLE® account ) , and receives Anonymity Measurement Score ( AMS ) , in accordance with 
a session cookie that continues to identify them to that one embodiment of the invention . Determining DLDs may 
party . ( FACEBOOK® is a trademark of Facebook , entail undertaking a mathematical and / or empirical analysis 
Inc. ) of the uniqueness of a data element prior to Disassociation 

4. After the physician selects a range of time to view , the 20 to assess the level of Disassociation required to reduce the 
viewer application requests the relevant DDIDs and probability of identification or re - association by adversaries 
offsets from the Trusted Party , for that patient . without proper permission . DLD values may be used as 

5. The Trusted Party validates the physician's access to input to determine the relevant level of Disassociation / 
this information ( checking the patient's privacy / ano- Replacement appropriate for different types of data ele 
nymity policy rules ) and then returns the DDIDs and 25 ments . 
offsets . AMS may be used to correlate mathematically derived 

6. The viewer application then contacts its own corporate levels of certainty pertaining to the likelihood that person 
website , requests the blood pressure data corresponding ally sensitive and / or identifying information may be dis 
to those DDIDs , receives the result , applies the offsets , cernible by third parties to tiered levels and / or categories of 
and renders the blood pressure levels as a graph . 30 anonymity . In other words , AMS values may be used to 

At this point , the image on the physician's screen is evaluate the output from Disassociation / Replacement activi 
HIPAA - protected PHI data . If the physician prints the data , ties to determine the level / type of consent required before 
that paper will be subject HIPAA . When the physician is data can be used . 
done viewing the graph , he / she logs out or closes the In Step ( 1 ) of FIG . 11 , data attributes may be evaluated to 
browser , the application ends , and the data is erased . 35 assess DLDs , i.e. , data elements are analyzed to determine 

Note that re - identified HIPAA - controlled data only the potential likelihood of directly or indirectly revealing 
resides in the physician's browser . The original blood pres- personal , sensitive , identifying or other information with 
sure level data stored in the application provider's databases regard to which anonymity protection is desired . In Step ( 2 ) , 
remains untouched and obscured . The Trusted Party's data based at least in part on the determined DLDs , the data 
remains unaffected as well . 40 elements may be dynamically anonymized by means of 

Also note that the permission to view the blood pressure Disassociation . In addition , data elements may also undergo 
data is enforced within the Circle of Trust . It is not enforced Replacement . In Step ( 3 ) , a calculation may be performed , 
( as is common practice today ) merely by the viewer appli- e.g. , by means of a mathematical function / algorithm ( e.g. , 
cation or only by the application’s backend servers . This the mathematical function / algorithm whose output is 
means that an adversary could not gain unauthorized access 45 reflected in FIG . 1J ) to calculate an AMS that correlates to 
to the data merely by hacking into the blood pressure level the likelihood that the identity of the Data Subject to which 
viewer application , because the data would not be there in said data attributes pertain may be discernible by third 
any usable or identifiable form . The dynamic data obscuring parties after Disassociation / Replacement with DDIDs . 
capabilities of Dynamic Anonymity DDIDs combined with Finally , in Step ( 4 ) , the score / rating calculated in Step ( 3 ) 
the dynamic data privacy / anonymity control capabilities of 50 above may be used to specify the level of consent / involve 
a “ Circle of Trust , ” maximize both data privacy / anonymity ment required by the Data Subject to which the anonymized 
and value to support personalized medicine / medical data attributes pertain versus what level of discretion / use a 
research . third party may exercise with regard to the anonymized data 

With respect to FIG . 1H , the different nodes depicted in attributes without requiring consent / involvement by the 
1H - A represent data elements related to two different Data 55 Data Subject , such as is shown in the example AMS usage 
Subjects that are capable of being tracked , profiled and / or reflected in FIG . 1K below . 
analyzed by third parties because they can be associated Different categories of information hold different statis 
with , and / or re - identified for , each of the Data Subjects . tical likelihoods of being re - identifiable . Every data element 
1H - B represents a simplified visual depiction of the same has associated with it with an inherent level of uniqueness as 
data elements that can be retained with Dynamic Anonymity 60 well as a level of uniqueness when combined with other 
without loss of context . The Family Educational Rights and pieces of data as determined by placement , order and / or 
Privacy Act ( FERPA ) is a federal privacy statute that regu- frequency of occurrence . For instance , looking at single data 
lates access to and disclosure of a student's educational points , a social security number is highly unique and there 
records that disclose personally identifiable information fore more easily re - identifiable than a single data point such 
( PII ) . FERPA provides that PII cannot be disclosed , how- 65 as sex , since each person has an approximate 1 : 1 probability 
ever , if PII is removed from a record , then the student of being male or female . Since gender is less unique as an 
becomes anonymous , privacy is protected , and the resulting identifier than a social security number , gender is signifi 
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cantly less likely on an independent basis to re - identify Subject . Category B may represent a single or aggregated 
someone than a social security number . AMS score of 40 to 74.9 that would mean the data set could 
The Anonymity Measurement Score ( AMS ) measurement be used with ( i ) current or ( ii ) prior express consent of the 

schema ties statistical probabilities of re - identification to Data Subject . A Category C could represent a single or 
create multiple ratings depending on the level and degree of 5 aggregated AMS score of 39.9 or lower which could allow 
disassociation and / or replacement applied to data elements . for use of the data set without requiring consent of the Data 
As a single data point example , a social security number , Subject . 
which has not been disassociated or replaced at all , may In the example disclosed in FIG . 1 ) , each of the identifiers 
merit an AMS rating of 100 meaning the uniqueness clas- other than the Social Security Number discussed above ( i.e. , 
sifies it as a very high risk of re - identification . Whereas sex 10 Credit Card Number , First Name , Last Name , Birthdate , Age 
as a single data point identifier without disassociation or and Sex ) are similarly assigned a Non - Disassociated / Re 
replacement may merit an AMS score of 10 since it is placed AMS rating in the first column . In each of the next 
classified at a low risk of re - identification even without two subsequent columns ( i.e. , Level 1 and Level 2 ) their 
de - identification measures in place . AMS scores are adjusted by successive 10 % reductions , and 

In an example implementation with a social security 15 in the last columns ( i.e. , Level 3 ) their AMS scores are 
number as a singular data point , a Level 1 implementation adjusted by a 50 % reduction , resulting in decreasing AMS 
could assign DDIDs for purposes of disassociation and / or scores as DDID - enabled obfuscation increases by means of 
replacement while retaining the initially assigned value permanent assignment ( Level 1 ) , ad hoc changeability 
i.e. permanent assignment ( e.g. , where data is used as output ( Level 2 ) and dynamic changeability ( Level 3 ) . 
in hard copy representations of the data ) . In the case of a 20 As mentioned above , FIG . 1J illustrates exemplary cal 
social security number , a Level 1 application of DDIDs culated Anonymity Measurement Scores , in accordance with 
could reduce the AMS score by 10 % and result in a modified one embodiment of the invention . These AMSs are for 
AMS score of 90. This is still a high level of risk associated illustration purposes only and demonstrate the fact that 
with re - identification but is more secure than non - disasso- certain types of potentially personally - identifying informa 
ciated and / or replaced elements . 25 tion are more likely to reveal a Data Subject's true identity 

In an example Level 2 implementation , the social security than other types of information , and that additional levels of 
number could have DDIDs assigned for purposes of disas- Disassociation / Replacement , e.g. , ad hoc i.e. , Level 2 ) 
sociation and / or replacement while retaining the initially and / or variable changeability ( i.e. , Level 3 ) , may increase 
assigned value until the value is changed on a one - direc- the amount of anonymity afforded to the Data Subject by the 
tional basis — i.e . ad hoc changeability ( e.g. , where data 30 anonymization systems and scheme . 
values can be changed unilaterally by sending new infor- As mentioned above , FIG . 1K illustrates exemplary cat 
mation to remote cards , mobile , wearable and / or other egories for the level of consent / involvement required by the 
portable devices that include means of electronically receiv- Data Subject for certain calculated Anonymity Measurement 
ing and storing information ) . The social security number Scores , in accordance with one embodiment of the inven 
AMS score could thereby be reduced another 10 % to 35 tion . These categorizations are given for illustration pur 
achieve an AMS score of AMS . poses only and demonstrate the fact that certain aggregated 

In this example , continuing to a Level 3 implementation , scores may apply different categories of treatment . For 
it could have DDIDs assigned for purposes of disassociation example , Category A data may be used only with current , 
and / or replacement while retaining the initially assigned express , and unambiguous consent of the Data Subject ; 
value but the DDIDs could change on a bi - directional basis , 40 while Category B data may be used with current or prior 
i.e. dynamic changeability ( e.g. , where data values can be express consent of the Data Subject ; and Category C data 
changed bilaterally by sending and / or receiving data may be used without requiring consent of the Data Subject . 
dynamically between client / server and / or cloud / enterprise Other schemes may be employed to meet the needs of a 
devices with the ability to receive and change specified data particular implementation , 
dynamically ) . The social security number would then have 45 FIG . IL shows an example embodiment of the present 
an AMS score that is further reduced by 50 % resulting in an invention using DDIDs for emergency response purposes . In 
AMS score of 40.5 . Step ( 1 ) of FIG . IL , data attributes are evaluated to deter 
As de - identification measures are applied to a data point mine applicable emergency response distinctions — e.g . , 

through disassociation and / or replacement via use of whether a house is located in a flood plain , whether an 
DDIDs , the risk of re - identification is lowered . AMS score 50 individual is in immobile or in need of particular life - saving 
determinations are derived from the function of the likeli- equipment or medical care . In Step ( 2 ) , applicable data 
hood of an identifier or identifiers taken together to be elements are dynamically anonymized by a trusted party by 
re - identifiable . This , combined with the processes used to means of disassociation and / or replacement using DDIDs to 
obfuscate data elements can then be separated into categori- protect the privacy / anonymity of citizens and the obfuscated 
cal or other types of classification schemas to determine 55 information is sent to a DDID - obfuscated emergency 
various functions such as permitted uses and what level of response database . In Step ( 3 ) , information is evaluated by 
permission entities need to have before using data . This the trusted party to determine data elements relevant to 
process may also be applied to single or aggregated AMS respond to a specific emergency . Finally , in Step ( 4 ) , the 
scores . Aggregated AMS scores are the likelihood of multi trusted party provides to the obfuscated emergency response 
data point re - identification expressed through AMS scores as 60 database association keys ( AKS ) and / or replacement keys 
compounded together to express the level of uniqueness of ( RKS ) necessary to reveal desired information otherwise 
combined data points . represented by DDIDs for the duration of the emergency 
As an example of a possible categorical classification event and associated response . 

schema , the AMS score could be broken into Categories A , In the example embodiment reflected in FIG . 1L , data is 
B and C. Where category A is data with a single or 65 resident in an emergency response database in a dynamic 
aggregated score of 75 or more may be used only with DDID obfuscated state such that identifying information is 
current , express and unambiguous consent of the Data not discernable or re - identifiable until such time as neces 
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sary association keys ( AKS ) and / or replacement keys ( RKS ) alerts are a great example of a notification that could 
are provided when an appropriate triggering incident occurs . provide different amounts of information on different 
A triggering operation carried out by a trusted party would people depending on their specific location . A general 
issue time sensitive AKs / RKs with respect to portions of flood warning may go out to an entire area but a 
appropriate data at specified levels of obfuscation or trans- 5 specifically targeted warning may be sent to those 
parency depending on the type of incident . Identifying directly in the flood plain who are at greater risk for 
information could be maintained inside the emergency flooding 
response database but in a dynamic DDID obfuscated state ; 2. More traditional formats , such as electronic tables , etc. 
a data mapping engine controlled by a trusted party would could be augmented to provide non - geographic data . maintain correlative information pertaining to dynamically 10 The above two variations in format could be interoperable changing DDIDs and AKs / RKs necessary to discern and / or as well with the data from each being represented in the re - identify data which would only be provided upon the other either interactively or linked . event of an appropriate emergency incident . 

Policy external to the system would determine which In the case of watches and warnings , the locality of the 
information may be relevant for different incidents and 15 weather phenomenon ( as determined via weather radars , 
stages of incidents , as well as what level of obfuscation / GIS mapping , etc. ) will determine the subset of information 
transparency is appropriate at different times so not all released , which may be further revealed inside the database . 
information would be released at once and so that irrelevant In another example case , there may be a criminal who is 
but sensitive information would not be released without profiling a particular demographic as targets . In this situa 
cause . These permissions would then be encoded for ease of 20 tion , DDIDs such as contact and demographic information 
triggering access in an emergency . This method allows for would be relevant in addition to partially obfuscated loca 
bidirectional communication with , and verification of the tion data — in order to create general perimeters on the 
locations of , impacted individuals compare to capabilities of message send out . The relevant data fields and their DDIDs 
static lists or unidirectional communication . would be activated to point to individuals matching the 
AKs / RKs would be changed and reintroduced to the 25 demographic , who may then be put on notice of the criminal 

emergency response database after each incident so that activity . 
information would be maintained on an ongoing electronic In an emergency situation that requires evacuation , this 
basis in a DDID obfuscated state , i.e. , a new trigger would information could be triggered to assist emergency person 
be required to make portions of data readable via new nel in more effective resource deployment in addition to 
AKs / RKs following a prior release of AKs / RKs in response 30 assisting in evacuation or identifying those who may need 
to an earlier incident ( i.e. , following resolution of an emer- additional assistance in emergency situations . In another 
gency response incident , AKs / RKs previously provided example , such as a blizzard , the system could be triggered to 
would no longer reveal the underlying identifying informa- let emergency personnel know exactly where kidney dialysis 
tion associated with dynamically changing DDIDs . This patients are located in their city for emergency transporta 
would protect the privacy / anonymity of individual citizens 35 tion via snowplow by means of GPS location information 
while protecting their safety in major incidents by allowing associated with mobile devices associated with the 
appropriate access to data for a limited period of time . On patients which information would be represented by indis 
the emergency management side , this could reduce the need cernible / non re - identifiable DDIDs until such time as a 
for resource intensive information intake and handling pro- trigger event results in the release applicable AKs / RKS 
cedures employed during large incidents . 40 reflecting appropriate correlative information . 

Additionally , new data pertaining to individuals could be Just - In - Time - Identity ( JITI ) -enabled Contextualized 
added during incidents , such as “ accounted for ' or ' missing ' Security and Privacy 
status designation during evacuation . This new input could The terms “ Just - In - Time Identity " and / or “ JITI ” are used 
become part of an individual's personal profile held in stasis herein to refer to the dynamic anonymity methods and 
by an embodiment of the present invention and maintained 45 systems described herein . The term " JITI keys ” or the term 
for future authorized use if helpful in the same , or subse- “ keys " are used herein to refer to the terms “ Association 
quent emergency . Keys , " " Replacement Keys , " " Time Keys , " " AKS , " " RKs , " 

In a local opt - in example , citizens could register to have “ TKs , " and / or “ keys ” as used herein . 
information that would be relevant in an emergency stored The methods and systems for general - purpose granular , 
in a DDID obfuscated emergency database . The emergency 50 contextual , programmatic protection of data disclosed in this 
database could be stored locally or elsewhere but could be section shift the focus away from who has access to data 
interoperable in case of cross - jurisdictional incidents . Once ( since , without Anonos Just - In - Time - Identity ( JITI ) keys , 
the citizen data is input into the DDID obfuscated system , no the data is unintelligible ) , and refocus that attention toward 
one could see or access the data in a discernable or re- who has access to the JITI keys and the scope of use enabled 
identifiable manner until a trigger mechanism controlled by 55 by each JITI key . 
a trusted party results in release of dynamic , situational By technologically and programmatically enforcing data 
based AKs / RKs as necessary to discern / re - identify appro- privacy and security policies in a contextually flexible , 
priate components of the stored data . selective manner all the way down to lower data element 
Two examples of emergency management views of poten- levels or even to the individual data element level , JITI 

tial embodiments of the present invention could include : 60 maximizes authorized use of data while minimizing unau 
1. Interactive screen ( s ) could present overlays that allow thorized use of data . JITI facilitates compliance with and 
Geographic Information System ( GIS ) and other data to auditability against established privacy policies by enabling 
be imposed or correlated to location specific data i.e. the mathematical , statistical and / or actuarial measurement 
clicking on a house may show information that has and monitoring of data use . JITI enables the same data 
been submitted by a citizen as well as information that 65 store ( s ) to simultaneously programmatically support privacy 
a jurisdictional authority has on the subject property as policies applicable to multiple companies , states , regions , 
well as associated disaster risks . For instance , flood countries , industries , etc. and to adjust in real - time to 
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changing requirements of said policies by dynamically with federally funded research in the U.S. , use of the data 
modifying the intelligible form of data into which DDIDs may be subject to the “ Common Rule , ” as codified , e.g. , in : 
are transformed . 7 U.S. Code of Federal Regulations ( CFR ) Part 1c by the 

With JITI , data down to the smallest desired data element Department of Agriculture ; 10 CFR Part 745 by the Depart 
level ( e.g. , down to the individual datum level ) is dynami- 5 ment of Energy ; 14 CFR Part 1230 by the National Aero 
cally obscured by replacing the data with Dynamic De- nautics and Space Administration ; 15 CFR Part 27 by the 
Identifiers ( DDIDs ) as more fully described herein . For Department of Commerce - National Institute of Standards 
example , rather than storing a person's actual name , that and Technology ; 16 CFR Part 1028 by the Consumer 
person's name can be replaced by a DDID . Importantly , JITI Product Safety Commission ; 22 CFR Part 225 by the 
replaces data elements at the data layer rather than masking 10 Agency for International Development ( USAID ) ; 24 CFR 
data at the presentation layer . By dynamically obscuring Part 60 by the Department of Housing and Urban Develop 
data down to the element level at the data layer by replacing ment ; 28 CFR Part 46 by the Department of Justice 
data elements with DDIDs and further , by dissociating National Institute of Justice ; 32 CFR Part 219 by the 
relationships between data elements , it becomes extremely Department of Defense ; 34 CFR Part 97 by the Department 
hard to track , profile , infer , deduce , analyze or otherwise to 15 of Education ; 38 CFR Part 16 by the Department of Veterans 
directly or indirectly understand- or correlate data with- Affairs Office of Research Oversight - Office of Research 
out access to JITI key ( s ) necessary to “ transform " DDIDs and Development ; 40 CFR Part 26 by the Environmental 
into an intelligible form . For purposes of this application , Protection Agency – Research and Development ; 45 CFR 
“ transform ” means , without limitation , correct , shorten , Part 46 by Department of Health and Human Services ( also 
compress , encode , replace , render , compute , translate , 20 applicable to the Central Intelligence Agency , the Depart 
encrypt , decrypt , substitute , exchange or otherwise perform ment of Homeland Security , and the Social Security Admin 
mathematically functional or cognizable operations upon the istration ) ; 45 CFR Part 690 — by the National Science Foun 
DDIDs , whether by mechanical , physical , electronic , quan- dation ; and 49 CFR Part 11 by the Department of 
tum or other means . Transportation . As a result , scalable programmatic , general 

Turning back to FIG . 1H , the spheres on the left side of 25 purpose data protection and compliance technology solu 
FIG . 1H represent data elements with respect to which tions , such as JITI , may be needed for , among other reasons , 
metadata ( i.e. , data that provides information about other accommodating jurisdiction of disparate privacy policies of 
data ) reveals interrelationships between and among the top different business , industry , government , regulator and / or 
three spheres representing data elements and between and other stakeholder group ( s ) . 
among the bottom four spheres representing data elements , 30 Possible implementations of methods and systems for 
thereby enabling tracking , profiling , inferences , deduction , granular , contextual , programmatic enforcement of privacy 
analysis , understanding and correlations represented by the polices disclosed herein include , in one preferred embodi 
dotted lines between and among the spheres on the left side ment , real - time de - identification and anonymity solutions 
of FIG . 1H . On the right side of FIG . 1H , the different design and / or services that help to address concerns over unin 
on each of the spheres represents a unique dynamic de- 35 tended access to , and use of , data in violation of privacy 
identifier ( DDID ) used to replace the data element repre- policies , thereby overcoming the limitations of other 
sented by the sphere . As a result of using different DDIDs , approaches to protecting data . In contrast , other approaches 
no metadata can exist or relate to any of the spheres on the for protecting data ( e.g. , improving security , privacy and / or 
right side of FIG . 1H to indicate any interrelationship anonymity of data ) are generally binary : either data protec 
between or among any of the spheres representing data 40 tion is facilitated at the sacrifice of data value or data value 
elements . Without access to JITI key ( s ) necessary to trans- is facilitated at the sacrifice of data protection . For example , 
form DDIDs into an intelligible form , the replacement of efforts to improve data security by encrypting data result in 
data elements with DDIDs significantly increases the diffi- data being protected but unusable in its protected form or , 
culty of successful attempts at tracking , profiling , inference , conversely , in the data's becoming vulnerable when it is 
deduction , analysis , understanding or establishing correla- 45 decrypted for the very purpose of enabling use . 
tions between or among any of the spheres representing data FIG . 1M compares the impact of other approaches to data 
elements . protection ( security and privacy ) on the preservation of data 

Granular , contextual , programmatic enforcement on the value versus the preservation ( or expansion ) of data value in 
front - end makes it easier to audit compliance with data the present invention , i.e. , JITI , and on other inventions 
protection ( e.g. , security , privacy , and / or anonymity ) poli- 50 contained herein . Column 1 of FIG . 1M represents the effect 
cies on the back - end , thereby increasing the accountability of binary alternatives ( e.g. , encryption ) wherein the top 
and trust necessary for the wide - scale , domestic and inter- black sphere shows the value of original data ( in unprotected 
national acceptance of data analysis and use that maximizes form ) and the dotted sphere represents the loss of data value 
the value of data , while improving protection for that same when that data is in a protected form , rendering it unusable . 
data . The same data may be subject to different jurisdictional 55 Column 2 of FIG . 1M represents the reduction in data value 
requirements based on the source and / or use of the data . For due to removing data from the ecosystem in response to 
example , data representing a heart rate reading ( e.g. , 55 concerns over use of data for purposes other than the 
beats per minute ) may be subject to different privacy poli- primary intended purpose ( “ Data Minimization ” ) and from 
cies , depending on how the data is captured . using traditional static approaches to obfuscating data in 

For example , if the data is captured by means of a 60 order to achieve de - identification , which reduce data value . 
personal health device in the U.S. , use of the data may be Column 3 of FIG . 1M shows that 100 % of data value is 
subject only to terms and conditions of the device and / or retained with JITI . Last , Column 4 of FIG . 1M represents the 
application used to capture the information . If the data is possibility of positive data fusion due to using JITI . 
captured in connection with providing healthcare services in It should also be mentioned that JITI - based techniques do 
the U.S. , use of the data may be subject to the federal Health 65 not have to be used in lieu of other known techniques for 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act ( HIPAA ) and data protection ( i.e. , security and privacy ) . In fact , JITI can 
applicable state laws . If the data is captured in connection be used in conjunction with such other techniques . A pri 
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mary benefit of using JITI to render data into DDIDs is that trail , since these reassigned DDIDs would refer to data 
if and when other approaches fail , then the exposed data will elements that bore no meaningful relationship , correlative or 
have neither value nor meaning without access to JITI key ( s ) otherwise , to any and all data elements to which they had 
necessary to render DDIDs into intelligible form . been assigned . Refer back to FIG . 1B for criteria that may 
FIG . IN represents two important steps in one potential 5 trigger assignment , application , expiration and recycling of 

embodiment of the present JITI invention . Step 1 , i.e. , above DDIDs and / or JITI keys . 
the horizontal dividing line in FIG . 1N , highlights eliminat- JITI's granular , contextual , programmatic enforcement of 
ing visible links between data elements so a party cannot privacy policies severely depreciates the “ Mosaic Effect ” 
infer or deduce relationships between data elements . Ren- defined to mean that even if data is not identifiable by itself , 
dering data elements as DDIDs dynamically obscures cleart- 10 the data poses a privacy or security risk when combined with 
ext source data . Data that is rendered with DDIDs is still other data . For example , Harvard University Professor in 
present but from an information theory perspective the Residence of Government and Technology Latanya 
knowledge or context necessary to understand the data is Sweeney is credited with disclosing that knowledge of only 
dissociated from the data by means of JITI keys : ergo , the three discrete identifiers ( 1 ) zip code , ( 2 ) gender and ( 3 ) 
DDIDs contain no information about the underlying data 15 date of birth can result in 87 % ( i.e. , 216 million of 248 
element ( s ) . Step 2 , i.e. , below the horizontal dividing line in million then - U.S. - citizens ) of the U.S. population being 
FIG . 1N , involves assignment of JITI keys to allow selective personally re - identified . However , for this to be true , a zip 
disclosure of data based on JITI key - enabled policy controls code , gender and date of birth must be known to apply to the 
( e.g. , purpose , place , time and / or other designated trigger same person . Using JITI , the owner of these data elements 
factors ) ; in selectively revealing data , the level of detail / 20 can be obscured by associating each data element with a 
clarity provided to each key holder - e.g . , original cleartext , different ( or dynamically changing ) DDID rather than asso 
perturbed value , summary information , etc. can also be ciating all three with the same static identifier . With JITI , it 
dynamically controlled . Notably , there is no limit to the would be extremely difficult to know whether a zip code , 
number of different selective disclosures that can be made gender or birth date applied to one person or to multiple 
serially or in parallel ; no limit to the number of different 25 people — thereby severely depreciating the “ Mosaic Effect . ” 
authorized users to which any one or more of the disclosures One potential implementation of the methods and systems 
can be made ; and no limit to the constraints or policies ( such for granular , contextual , programmatic protection of data 
as time , purpose , place , other ( association , relationship , disclosed herein would involve the development of math 
quantitative ) , etc. ) governing such disclosures . ematical / statistical / actuarial models to reduce insurance 

Granular , contextual , programmatic enforcement of data 30 risks . Granular , contextually driven , programmatic protec 
protection ( e.g. , data security , privacy and / or anonymity ) tion of data as disclosed herein enables mathematical mea 
policies with JITI supports the statistical assessment of the surement of compliance as required to develop algorithms 
probability that a data breach and / or data re - identification that better assess price and insure against risk . By ensuring 
will occur or of the rank ordering of such incidents ( i.e. , protection of data security , privacy and / or anonymity at the 
non - parametric methods ) . JITI is more efficient from an 35 individual consumer level , it becomes more acceptable to 
information theory perspective than other approaches to aggregate larger amounts of data on a broad , more popula 
protecting data because the value of the data is still acces- tion - representative basis , one which can improve the accu 
sible but the identifying information is not . In other words , racy and value of risk - related data . 
the identifying information has no leakage , meaning zero A further potential embodiment of the methods and sys 
information is leaked , while the value of the data is safely 40 tems for granular , contextual , programmatic protection of 
and intentionally “ leaked , ” in a positive way ( which may data disclosed herein is , prior to rendering the DDIDs , 
itself be subjected to standard information theoretic optimi- requiring use of multiple JITI keys to ensure the consent of 
zations ) , meaning the value is made available to those who multiple relevant parties . Requiring multiple JITI keys ( i.e. , 
are authorized users . an “ n of m ” model , in which all available key fragments or 

The granular , contextual , programmatic structure of JITI 45 a specified percentage of available key fragments is 
supports a mathematical proof of the significantly reduced required ) to unlock data values from DDIDs can ensure that 
probability of a data breach or re - identification . An example interests of various stakeholders in a multi - stakeholder or 
of a mathematical proof of JITI's effectiveness is an analysis highly sensitive data access / disclosure situation 
by a data scientist concluding that data which has been respected by requiring that the JITI keys held by each of the 
replaced with DDIDs down to the data element level ( a 50 interested stakeholders be used to trigger the simultaneous 
process referred to herein as “ Anonosizing " the data ) results renderings of DDIDs into intelligible forms . 
in no greater probability of re - identification than guessing An additional potential embodiment of the methods and 
the identity of highly encrypted data . However , unlike systems for granular , contextual , programmatic protection of 
encrypted and other non- “ Anonosized ” data , Anonosized data disclosed herein is to encapsulate highly granular ( to a 
data can be used in its protected form to generate value from 55 ratio as low as 1 : 1 for JITI key triggers to data elements , 
the data . In addition : ( a ) different DDIDs can be assigned to although this should not be construed to limit many - to - one , 
the same data element ( s ) at different times and / or different one - to - many or many - to - many mappings between JITI key 
places and / or different purposes and / or according to other triggers and data elements , as such embodiments are also 
criteria , thus making it extremely difficult for parties not in envisioned ) access rules setting forth , without limitation and 
possession of JITI keys to track , profile , infer , deduce , 60 among multiple potential parameters , any , some or all of the 
analyze or otherwise understand protected data ; and ( b ) the degree , context , specificity , abstraction , language , and accu 
same DDID ( s ) , if expired for any reason , can be ( but are racy into which DDIDs are authorized to be transformed . In 
never required to be ) assigned to different data elements , this embodiment , access rules may be encoded into one or 
also at different times and / or different places and / or different more JITI keys that are programmatically enforced to ensure 
purposes and / or according to other criteria , thus making it 65 that DDIDs are unlocked and their original contents 
extremely difficult for interloping parties or other “ bad revealed , but only when all the explicit access rules are 
actors ” ever to establish any meaningful continuity or audit observed and enforced . JITI provides support for multiple 
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